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Summary
Humans have an innate ability to communicate visually; the earliest forms of communication
were cave drawings, and children can communicate visual descriptions of scenes through
drawings well before they can write. Drawings and sketches offer an intuitive and efficient
means for communicating visual concepts.
Today, society faces a deluge of digital visual content driven by a surge in the generation
of video on social media and the online availability of video archives. Mobile devices are
emerging as the dominant platform for consuming this content, with Cisco predicting that by
2018 over 80% of mobile traffic will be video. Sketch offers a familiar and expressive modality
for interacting with video on the touch-screens commonly present on such devices.
This thesis contributes several new algorithms for searching and manipulating video using
free-hand sketches. We propose the Visual Narrative (VN); a storyboarded sequence of one
or more actions in the form of sketch that collectively describe an event. We show that VNs
can be used to both efficiently search video repositories, and to synthesise video clips.
First, we describe a sketch based video retrieval (SBVR) system that fuses multiple modalities
(shape, colour, semantics, and motion) in order to find relevant video clips. An efficient multi-
modal video descriptor is proposed enabling the search of hundreds of videos in milliseconds.
This contrasts with prior SBVR that lacks an efficient index representation, and take minutes
or hours to search similar datasets. This contribution not only makes SBVR practical at
interactive speeds, but also enables user-refinement of results through relevance feedback to
resolve sketch ambiguity, including the relative priority of the different VN modalities.
Second, we present the first algorithm for sketch based pose retrieval. A pictographic rep-
resentation (stick-men) is used to specify a desired human pose within the VN, and similar
poses found within a video dataset. We use archival dance performance footage from the
UK National Resource Centre for Dance (UK-NRCD), containing diverse examples of hu-
man pose. We investigate appropriate descriptors for sketch and video, and propose a novel
manifold learning technique for mapping between the two descriptor spaces and so perform-
ing sketched pose retrieval. We show that domain adaptation can be applied to boost the
performance of this system through a novel piece-wise feature-space warping technique.
Third, we present a graph representation for VNs comprising multiple actions. We focus on
the extension of our pose retrieval system to a sequence of poses interspersed with actions (e.g.
jump, twirl). We show that our graph representation can be used for multiple applications:
1) to retrieve sequences of video comprising multiple actions; 2) to navigate in pictorial
form, the retrieved video sequences; 3) to synthesise new video sequences by retrieving and
concatenating video fragments from archival footage.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Internet is awash with digital imagery, and the rate of content generation is staggering.
Every minute, 35 hours of video are uploaded to Youtube. Cisco systems predict that by 2018
video will grow to comprise 80% of Internet traffic, over two-thirds of which is user-generated
and socially contributed [105]. These figures are only set to increase as consumer-publisher
trends such as life-logging gain traction, and social media use penetrates developing nations.
Unfortunately technologies for the management of video collections have not kept pace with
their generation. Despite the fundamentally visual nature of such content, search engines for
visual media (e. g. Google, Bing, Yahoo) rely predominantly upon textual queries. Text-based
search of visual media carries the disadvantage that imagery is not searched directly; text
is matched against keywords present in a secondary meta-data stream e.g. user-generated
keywords associated with the image. Furthermore, whilst text-based queries may efficiently
convey semantic concepts (e.g. find me an image containing a car), they offer neither an
intuitive nor concise vehicle for describing appearance (e.g. find me a car that looks like this,
or a video containing movement like this). Pictorial queries can communicate such concepts
with efficiency, and hybrid forms of query that combine the orthogonal strengths of pictorial
depiction and semantic labels (e. g. encoding object type or action) offer the advantages of
both; an intuitive vehicle for communicating queries in an expressive and efficient manner.
Recent years have also seen significant uptake in smart mobile and pervasive computing de-
vices that feature touch-screen gestures rather than a keyboard as their main input modality.
Such devices are now replacing the desktop as the principal way many users interact with an
increasingly video-based Internet.
These parallel trends — the explosion of digital video online, and the emerging dominance of
devices driven by gestural interfaces — motivate new techniques for managing and manipu-
lating the wealth of video data available to these platforms.
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1.1 Contributions of this Thesis
This thesis contributes novel algorithms for interactively searching and manipulating digital
video using free-hand sketches, for example drawn using a tablet touch-screen.
Sketch is a rich and flexible communication medium, with an ability to concisely communicate
multi-modal information that makes it well suited to the description of video. Sketches can
naturally convey the structure and colour of objects. Sketched trajectories, or sequences
of sketched frames, can communicate the desired dynamics of a video. Text labels and/or
coded inks can be used to indicate semantic properties in the scene, such as object or action
type, or can demark foreground objects from structure in the background. However with
this expressive power come several drawbacks. Sketch is highly unconstrained and the casual
throw-away act of producing a sketch to communicate intent (e.g. to describe a search query
or to storyboard a sequence of actions) promotes the generation of inaccurate and hastily
drawn sketches. The resulting inaccuracy and ambiguity, coupled in many cases with limited
depictive skill on the part of the user, makes the interpretation and matching of sketches a
challenging pattern recognition problem.
This thesis contributes several new algorithms to tackle this matching problem, referred to as
the Sketch based Video Retrieval (SBVR) problem. Although Sketch based Image Retrieval
(SBIR) has received considerable attention over the years, SBVR remains an under-researched
arm of the broader “query by example” (QBE) or “visual search” problem. We outline our
contributions to SBVR in subsec. 1.1.2.
This thesis also introduces new techniques for Sketch based Video Synthesis (SBVS); synthe-
sising a novel video sequence using sketches to specify the desired video content. Given their
importance in the depiction of video events, our work focuses on people and specifically the
domain of dance performance footage, which exhibits rich variation in shape (human pose)
and movement. We show that sketched depictions of performers accompanied by descrip-
tions of their movements, can be used as to direct the construction of novel choreographic
sequences. We outline our contributions to sketch-driven video synthesis in subsec. 1.1.3.
Both categories of contribution in this thesis — SBVR and SBVS — are underpinned by the
concept of the user specifying their intention through a sketched visual narrative.
1.1.1 Visual Narratives
Visual narratives (VNs) are pictorial representations of events, and feature extensively in our
everyday lives even from an early age. Comic books are examples of VNs; sequences of salient
visual snapshots that collectively describe sequences of actions. In the Creative Industries,
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Figure 1.1 Example of a Visual Narrative (VN) used during production storyboarding of the
movie ‘Back to the Future 3’. VNs intuitively and concisely describe the salient actions within
an event, capturing not only semantics but also appearance and dynamics. This thesis proposes
VNs as an novel interface modality for searching manipulating videos of events.
use of VNs is commonplace with sketched storyboards being used by screen writers to specify
scene content and action in the earliest stages of film or animation production.
In its simplest form, a VN is a single image depicting an action. An action comprises one or
more actors (e.g. people or objects) and their movement. More commonly a VN comprises a
sequence of such images depicting a sequence of actions, which we term an event (Fig. 1.1).
Our work enables users to represent desired video content via sketched VNs — either for
the purposes of specifying a search query (SBVR) to search for an event, or to drive video
synthesis (SBVS) to construct an account of an event. To the best of our knowledge, VNs
have not previously been used for SBVS and have only briefly been explored for SBVR.
1.1.2 Sketched Visual Narratives for Video Retrieval
This thesis contributes several new algorithms for hybrid SBVR using VNs as queries. We
first present a novel high-performance algorithm for hybrid SBVR capable of searching several
hundred videos in less than one second, whilst maintaining comparable accuracy to the state
of the art. We then show how that accuracy can be improved beyond the state of the art
using relevance feedback. A novel algorithm for VN based on sequences of sketches is then
developed within the domain of Dance sequence retrieval.
These contributions serve to explore the following research hypotheses:
[H1] Hybrid SBVR can scale to high performance large-scale video search using an effi-
cient index representation.
The performance of an information retrieval system may be interpreted in terms of speed i. e.
time taken to retrieve results at query-time, and the accuracy of the retrieved results. A high
performance system should exhibit both a high accuracy and a high query speed. Previous
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SBVR systems have focused on accuracy over speed, often taking several minutes to search a
dataset of a couple of hundred videos [53, 101, 102]. This is impractical for most use scenarios
that demand interactive, i. e. sub-second retrieval times as well as high accuracy.
The poor speed of existing systems is due to their adoption of ‘model-fitting’ retrieval strate-
gies. The sketch is treated as a model that is fitted to each video in the dataset via a
computationally expensive optimisation procedure; the closeness of the fit is used to rank
videos for relevance. The fitting is typically applied independently to each video, yielding
at best O(n) i. e. linear complexity of the search with dataset size. By contrast, most other
visual search systems adopt an indexing strategy to retrieval. A digital fingerprint (feature
vector) is distilled from each video during ingestion, and from the query at query-time. The
features are then matched in a high-dimensional space using an efficient approximate nearest-
neighbour (ANN) search structure such as a kD-Tree. Such structures can yield sub-linear
e. g. O(log n) search complexity.
We hypothesise that hybrid SBVR could be achieved via an indexing, rather than model fit-
ting, scheme without loss of accuracy through a novel multi-modal video descriptor. Moreover
such an approach should be considerably faster at query-time, enabling interactive speeds.
This hypothesis is tested through the development of such a descriptor and the demonstration
of a high performance video retrieval system incorporating it.
[H2] SBVR accuracy can be improved using Relevance Feedback (RF)
Visual search systems must match in the presence of ambiguity in the query. A common
technique to mitigate ambiguity is to iteratively present results to the user, asking them to
indicate positive and negative examples within the returned results. These indications are
fed back into subsequent iterations, forming a collaborative loop with the user to produce
increasingly relevant results — a process referred to as Relevance Feedback (RF).
Although RF is commonplace in QVE and has been briefly explored for SBIR, it has never
been explored for SBVR primarily due to the challenges of implementing SBVR at interactive
speeds. Assuming hybrid SBVR may be implemented at interactive speeds (via H1) it
should be possible to harness RF to enhance accuracy. We test this hypothesis through the
development of RF within the novel video retrieval system developed to test H1.
[H3] Video event retrieval may be facilitated effectively using VNs
Although sketches of actions have been briefly explored for the retrieval of video events
[53, 101, 102], those studies were constrained to only single sketch of an action (a so called
‘storyboard sketch’). However one may more generally consider an event to be comprised
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of a sequence of salient actions. We hypothesise that a visual representation of this actions
sequence (the VN), coupled with a novel algorithm to match such representations to video,
would provide an effective tool for video event retrieval.
We test this hypothesis through the development of the first VN based video event retrieval
system using multiple sketched instants. This algorithm is developed within the constrained
domain of Dance retrieval, using a sequence of sketched human poses interspersed with seman-
tic action labels (e.g. jump, twirl). In conjunction with the contributions of subsection 1.1.3
we develop a new unified algorithm for both searching and synthesising video using such VNs.
[H4] Human Pose can be depicted within a VN to enable performance search
A significant proportion of video encountered ‘in the wild’ contains people, and often focuses
upon their performances or actions. A useful SBVR system should therefore address the
matching of video and sketches containing people. It has been shown elsewhere [52] that
people are often depicted in a stylised pictographic form (commonly as stick figures) with
their shape (pose) encoding within the limb positions of that figure. This presents a broader
semantic gap versus other object types that tend to be depicted using approximations of
their shape. Pose search is generally under-researched and works well only in constrained
conditions [74, 109]. We test this hypothesis through development of a novel pose search
algorithm operating over challenging archival dance performance footage exhibiting diverse
ranges of human pose, and using sketched poses as queries. To the best of our knowledge
sketch based pose retrieval has not been previously explored in SBVR.
1.1.3 Sketched Visual Narratives for Video Synthesis
The volume of video content available in digital archives, combined with advances in pattern
matching techniques, raises new possibilities for video content re-use. Concatenative synthe-
sis is the process of re-purposing existing captured data (e. g. video [181], skeletal motion
capture [123] or 3D mesh capture [104]) to create new sequences of movement. Fragments
of captured data are cut from the existing captured data and joined together seamlessly in
a novel order to create the desired sequence. Care is taken when selecting fragments so that
they appear locally seamless when joined, whilst still adhering to the globally desired pattern
of movement.
[H5] Sketch based concatenative synthesis may be facilitated using VN
In this thesis we explore this hypothesis through the contribution of a new technique for
designing video sequences using sketches. Specifically we focus on the domain of Dance
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footage, and enable users to interactively choreograph new sequences using a sequence of
sketches (VN) interspersed by action labels. The result is a flowing piece of novel choreog-
raphy performed in the spirit of an existing piece of video footage. The basic choreographic
phrases, the performer, and costume remain constant but can be manipulated to create a
novel dance sequence. We refer to this system as ”Re-Enact”’
We explore two complementary use modes for Re-Enact. First, a fully automatic approach
that generates synthetic videos using only the VN and a set of user-weighted parameters as
input. Second, a semi-automatic (interactive) approach in which a RF-like interface is used to
enable the user to select appropriate dance phrases for composition given an initial sketched
(VN) query.
1.2 Structure of the Thesis
We outline the chapter structure of the remainder of this thesis, summarising the principal
contributions of each:
Chapter 2 — Literature Review
A comprehensive literature survey of fields related to this research including: Sketch based
Retrieval; Relevance Feedback; Domain Adaptation; Pose Retrieval and Estimation; and
Concatenative Synthesis.
Chapter 3 — Multi-modal Video Indexing for Sketch based Retrieval
We present a high performance hybrid SBVR algorithm based on a novel spatio-temporal
descriptor encoding multi-modal video attributes. An efficient search index is constructed in
this feature space enabling search with sub-linear time complexity. Furthermore we demon-
strate how the interactive speeds yielded by this approach may be harnessed to incorporate
relevance feedback for iterative refinement of results, exceeding the performance of the state
of the art.
Chapter 4 — Sketch based Pose Retrieval and Estimation
We present the first sketch based pose search system, capable of searching for a human pose in
dance footage using a single sketch. An exemplar guided mapping is established between the
query space (comprising sketched stick figure joint angles) and a HOG based video descriptor
space. We explore domain adaptation techniques to scale this approach across many videos
without requiring excessive training.
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Chapter 5 — ReEnact: Graph Representation for Search and Synthesis
We first demonstrate a system for retrieving a sequence from a video using a visual narrative
sketch. A graph-based optimisation is performed to identify the best sequence of video frames
for a given narrative. We demonstrate that the same graph optimisation framework may be
used to synthesise novel sequences from a single archival video, using concatenative synthesis.
Chapter 6 — Conclusion
We reflect on the contributions of this thesis in light of the research hypotheses (H1-4) outlined
in this chapter.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter we present a comprehensive overview of content based image and video re-
trieval (CBR) techniques. We focus on sketch based retrieval (SBR) for both forms of video,
and additionally survey literature on semantic segmentation, pose estimation, transfer learn-
ing and action recognition relevant to the technical contributions of this thesis.
2.1 Introduction
The contributions of this thesis are within the fields of Information Retrieval (IR), Computer
Vision (CV) and Computer Graphics (CG) – in particular to the sub-fields of CBR and SBR.
This literature review therefore primarily focuses upon CBR and SBR. We outline the state
of the art for CBR (Sec. 2.2), focusing upon SBR to create a taxonomy of existing SBR
techniques (Sec. 2.3).
Sec. 2.5 explores the CV task of Human Pose Estimation (HPE) and pose search algorithms,
which are closely related to the sketch based pose retrieval study in Chapter 4. Image clas-
sification (Sec. 2.4) and transfer learning (Sec. 2.7) techniques from the CV literature are
becoming increasingly common in CBR and SBR and therefore we address these topics,
which are of relevance to Chapters 3 and 4. Finally we give an overview of action recog-
nition (Sec 2.8) and concatenative synthesis approaches to animation (e. g. motion graphs,
subsec. 2.6.1) that are applicable to Chapter 5.
2.2 Content based Retrieval Overview
The proliferation of user generated content brings with it new challenges for retrieving and
presenting relevant media. Content has been traditionally indexed using semantic labels
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in the form of metadata ‘tags’, however the creation of such tags requires extensive user
annotation. Although this can be achieved through crowd-sourcing (e. g. Mechanical Turk),
scaling up via such approaches introduces subjective variability in the choice of tag assigned.
Automated approaches to the tagging problem are one solution, and are explored in Sec. 2.4.
By contrast, CBR approaches aim to extract meaningful information directly from visual
content. Digital fingerprints that describe the content in an expressive yet concise manner
are extracted and used to represent content. Most commonly such representations take the
form of a high-dimensional feature or ‘descriptor’, due to the ability to leverage efficient data
structures to create a search index from such descriptors.
A common form of CBR is Query by Visual Example (QVE), wherein an image or video is
provided as a query and the CBR system searches for visually similar content. QVE systems
typically pre-process each content item in an oﬄine step to form a database of descriptors.
When presented with a similarly formed descriptor at query-time, matching is performed by
comparing the descriptor of the query to those in the database. This can be performed linearly
as a simple one-vs-all comparison, or efficiently in sub-linear time using data structures such
as an inverse (associative) index or kd-tree, if the descriptor is of a form amenable to use
in such structures. This is highly desirable since modern databases of visual content may
contain millions of records, which may be intractable to query at interactive speeds if a
straightforward linear search is used.
In this section we outline the state of the art in CBR using QVE. We build on recent survey
papers [61, 197, 144, 108, 222] for image search in subsec. 2.2.1, and surveys [236, 92, 33, 156,
11] for video in subsec. 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Image Retrieval
Early image retrieval approaches focused on computationally efficient global representations.
Colour histogram [203] is a well known early example, using quantised binning of image
pixel colours to represent content; extensions included gridding [51] the image to provide a
spatial representation. Additional representations include Colour Moments [207] and Colour
Sets [203, 204] that overcome the quantisation problems of colour histograms.
An alternative modality is image texture – visual patterns that have properties of homo-
geneity that do not result from the presence of only a single colour. Texture has proven to
be a fruitful research direction for image retrieval. From [89] statistics identified contrast,
inverse difference moment and entropy having the greatest discriminatory effect in regards
to texture. Tamura et al. [213] explored the human vision perspective of texture, identify-
ing coarseness, contrast, directionality, line likeness, regularity and roughness as important
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.1 Examples of contemporary image descriptors: (a) Example image (b) Visualisation
of SIFT [135] (c) Visualisation of HoG [58] (d) Visualisation of GLOH [141].
properties. Tamura et al. [213] influenced many subsequent SBR systems [40, 53, 102] in
terms of which properties to represent. Extending beyond small datasets [41, 202] explored
large-scale texture classification.
Another way to define a global property of an image can be to consider the shape of an object
within the image. Most common global shape descriptors are based on and Moments and
Fourier descriptors. With origins in Central moments, Hu et al. [98] identified seven moments
that exhibit affine invariance. Moment based approaches describe the shape of a region. In
contrast, Fourier descriptors – describe the contour of the shape, with good robustness to
noise and also exhibit affine invariance. Shape has been considered extensively within the
Sketch based Image Retrieval (SBIR) literature, and these approaches are explored in greater
detail within the context of SBIR in subsec. 2.3.1.
Most global representations are sensitive to affine transformation of both the image and the
objects within it. As an alternative, sparse representations can be used. Sparse represen-
tations utilise feature points to describe local information. Such points can be identified
via Harris Corner Detector [91], Difference of Gaussians (DoG) [135],[17] or dense sampling
[44, 229]. Detected points are then described by local pattern information. Popular de-
scriptors include the Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) [135], GLOH (Gradient
Location and Orientation Histogram) [141] as well as [58, 34, 178] encode commonly local
patch gradients to the point. The gradient approaches do not encode colour information,
therefore extensions of approaches are used such as Opponent SIFT (OpSIFT, sometimes
referred to as Colour SIFT) [221] or PHOW [25].
Each image is represented by a set of descriptors which can be matched via RANSAC [76] or
exhaustive search. However it is more common to encode them via codebooking methods. An
example of a popular method is Bag of Visual Words(BoVW) [199], adapted from IR BoW
representation [239]; its simplest form follows the pipeline in fig. 2.2. In the BoVW pipeline,
keypoints within the image are detected, and descriptors collected local to these points from
all images in the dataset. The feature space is then quantised e. g. using K-Means or GMM,
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Figure 2.2 Framework for Bag of Visual Words image encoding (Figure of Ji et al. [112]), using
sparse features extracted from a pool of images to train a codebook via clustering the descriptors
into K words. Each images’ descriptors are then assigned to their nearest cluster, frequency
counts of the number of descriptors assigned to the clusters form a image descriptor. Commonly
normalised by L-1, L-2 or TF-IDF.
to form a vocabulary of codewords. Image descriptors are assigned to a codeword via nearest-
neighbour (hard) assignment and a frequency histogram of codeword occurrence within each
image is used as a global image descriptor. Commonly the frequency histogram is then
normalised through L-1 (Manhattan) or L-2 (Euclidean) norm. As an alternative to L-norm,
Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [117] from IR is commonly applied
to incorporate knowledge of the database encouraging more meaningful, less frequent words.
TF-IDF weights the frequency of terms by their sparsity within the database.
Extending the BoVW method, Lazebnik et al. proposed Spatial Pyramid Matching [128],
based on gridding the image and quantising into individual histograms per cell. Alternatively,
Scale Pyramids Kernel (SPK) [26] combining spatial gridding with a multi-scaled version of
the image. Much research has focused on determining the optimal configuration of methods
and parameters for BoVW, most commonly for Image classification due to high-profile inter-
national benchmarks such as PASCAL [44]. Alternative feature-space quantisation methods
have also been explored with variants of K-Means (Hierarchical K-Means [60] and Approx-
imate K-Means [164]) to overcome boundary issues, where two points on either side of a
boundary get assigned to different bins while being spatially similar. Philbin et al. over-
comes this issue by assigning descriptors to multiple bins [165]. Hamming Encoding [110]
complements BoVW by encoding the approximate location within its Voronoi cell in a bi-
narised representation. Zhang et al. [241] refactored BoVW to use Local Sensitive Hashing
(LSH). VLAD [111] produced compressed binary image representations fitting into only tens
of bytes.
More recently approaches from Image Classification have been adapted for CBR, Perronnin
et al. [162] adapted Fisher Vectors by compressing the typically high dimensional (yet sparse)
Fisher vectors to make them more amenable to distance computations underpinning CBR.
Sparse Coding [81] has also been adapted for CBR.
With recent hardware improvements (e. g. GPU) it has been made possible to learn image
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Figure 2.3 Generic framework for Content based Video Retrieval (Figure from Huet al. [103]).
descriptors directly from datasets as opposed to prescribing them. Convolutional Neural
Networks [124] learn from a large pool of training data an image encoding of convolutional
operations that are discriminatory to the collection. Through a set of layers of convolutional
and pooling layers within a Neural Network descriptions are learnt in addition to an a Image
classifier. To use convolutional neural networks within alternative (e. g. non-classification
based tasks) it is possible to extract an representative global image feature, from the fully
connected layers. By doing so, it is possible to use the descriptor for retrieval as opposed
to classification. Wan et al. [227] explored this application for CBR. Alternatives to convo-
lutional neural networks include autoregressive neural networks which are an unsupervised
method (i. e. do not require category labelled data for training the features).
2.2.2 Video Retrieval
Videos are an extension of images into the temporal domain, and this temporal aspect al-
lows for richer representations that can be exploited for greater robustness or incorporate
motion information. Yet for performance and convenience of implementation many recent
CBR approaches work at a key-frame level learning a set of attributes related to set of
sparsely sample video frames (i. e. an image-based problem). Spatial-temporal approaches
are more commonly used for action recognition (sec. 2.8), trajectory matching, sports analy-
sis or surveillance. A useful reference framework for generalised Video Retrieval was defined
by Ji et al. [112] (Fig. 2.3). We now discuss the different components of this framework.
Initially videos are parsed into atomic units – shots, key frames or scenes. Shots are breaks
in the video selected by the editor, these are commonly detected using feature extraction [96,
242, 233], similarity measures [42, 35, 55] or detection [122, 38, 46, 93, 24]. A full survey
of techniques can be found in [103, 200, 237]. Key frames are frames in the video that
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are representative of the shot’s content [212, 19, 148]. Such frames contain as much salient
information as possible while having minimal redundancy. Scene segmentation is also known
as story unit segmentation [103]; scenes are higher level semantics than shots, providing a
context. Extraction of such segments are more challenging often involving multiple modalities
within the video such as image, text, audio [211, 47, 214].
Extracted atomic units are then described through feature extraction. Common approaches
leveraged from Image Retrieval SIFT, HoG or their respective temporal extensions Spatio-
Temporal SIFT, 3D HOG. Alternative to the edge approaches, motion approaches rely on
optical flow, such as Histogram of Flow (HoF) [58]. Sparse interest points are then en-
coded through image retrieval techniques BoVW. Utilising the underlying video stream (often
MPEG4/7), of I (Full frames) and P (partial frames, between I frames) frames, for extrac-
tion of colour or texture features. Amir et al. [4] utilised such an approach, combining these
motion features with static key frames to improve overall retrieval performance.
Spatio-temporal volumes are popular in Action Recognition (Sec. 2.8), but have had little
success within IR, primarily due to the problems of matching parts of the volume to the query.
Basharat et al. [16] explored spatio-temporal volumes of SIFT correspondences. Correspon-
dences are clustered to produce segments these segments are merged and split, to produce
a track across the video for objects. A bipartite graph is then used to match videos, which
renders the process expensive.
2.3 Sketch based Retrieval
Sketch based Retrieval (SBR) methods originated in the mid-nineties with a focus on im-
age retrieval (SBIR) exploring how simple visual depictions could be located within image
databases. Early approaches such as QBIC [12] required significant amounts of manual in-
teraction for both the indexing process and the retrieval. These approaches were improved
upon to become more robust and automated via exploring: elastic matching of contours to
images [20], line orientation [39] information, and adopting from the Information Retrieval
field the BoVW [99] technique, allowing for large scale retrieval.
The late nineties saw the seeds of Sketch based Video Retrieval (SBVR), starting with early
systems such as VideoQ [40]. Methods not specifically aimed at sketch [97, 208], described the
trajectories of objects without considering appearance facets. More recently there has been
increase in the number of techniques, beginning with Collomosse et al. [53], proposing the
concept of sketched storyboards as a query modality. These storyboards may be considered a
simplistic form of visual narrative since they contain only one sketch, and with quite limited
attributes (e. g. motion direction but no trajectories). This early work was followed up in
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Hu et al. [101, 102] incorporating the semantic class of the sketched object as an additional
facet of information. Such systems fusing both appearance and semantic information have
been referred to as ‘hybrid’ SBR systems [101, 102].
Earlier techniques for both SBIR and SBVR relied heavily on optimisation as a search tool.
The query is treated as a parametrised model of some form, and fitted to each database item
with the closeness of fit providing a criterion for ranking that item for relevance. Alternatively
indexing based methods distil a descriptor (or set of descriptors) from each database item.
We propose a taxonomy for SBR in fig. 2.4 where we define a set of key traits common among
the SBR field, outlining the different facets or methods used within different techniques.
These attributes are explained more fully throughout this section, but in summary they are:
contour or line – approaches that are based on the extraction of the outline of the object, or
through edge detection; Blob – describing the overall shape of a blob, e. g. through statistical
moments or shape factors such as aspect ratio, skewness, etc.; interest point as in IR using
sparse points of interest can provide a robust retrieval method with key (interest) points
often detected along edge or corner artefacts in an image; grid – spatially gridding the image
and describing content within cells; relevance feedback – after providing the user an initial
set of results, allowing them to guide the system through positive and negative examples;
semantics – the inclusion of automatically detected classes (e. g. person, horse) within the
query; motion – an attribute related to video, where object trajectories are considered; colour
– describing the colour of objects as well as shape; texture – or patterns within the object
of heterogeneous colour (or shades); background – more suited to SBVR, background details
such as grass, within SBIR the background (or part of) is more commonly one of the objects
to match against; non-photo – e. g. cartoon, or other sketches, loosely relevant to this thesis,
but considered here in terms of RF that is approached in Chapter 3 and 5.
This section now divides into two subsections focusing on SBIR (subsec. 2.3.1) and SBVR
(subsec. 2.3.2) respectively, with reference to the taxonomy within fig. 2.4. We draw upon
literature survey papers for SBIR [159, 1, 158] in 2.3.1. To date there has not been a com-
prehensive review of SBVR, therefore we present one here.
2.3.1 Sketch based Image Retrieval
Sketch based Image Retrieval (SBIR) techniques may be categorised into two forms of ap-
proach: blob based and contour based. Blob based approaches commonly describe the objects
within the image based on facets of information such as shape, colour, texture. This is in
contrast to contour based techniques, that describe the image based in terms of the structure
of a set of lines or curves. For example, elastic matching [12, 107, 201] between object outline
or saliency information and features detected on the contours [99].
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Figure 2.4 Taxonomy for the Sketch based Image and Video retrieval literature, highlighting
features of different approaches.
Blob based SBIR Techniques
Blob based methods such as QBIC [12] describe the objects facets by a composition of colour,
texture and shape independently. QBIC describes colour via colour histogram, texture by a
composition of coarseness, contrast and directionality and shape by central moments. The
QBIC system overcame the complexities of object segmentation by utilising a semi-automatic
indexing process, allowing the user to guide the object segmentation, one of the more challeng-
ing tasks. Alternatively Jacobs et al. [107] explored a ‘finger’ painting style (e. g. sec. 2.9) for
query specification, performing matching through the comparison of significant Haar wavelet
coefficients between the image and query. This approach was later integrated into the pro-
totype colour blob based search engine ‘Retrievr’ within the FlickR online photo sharing
site. VisualSEEk [201] additionally explored the spatial relationship between image segments
(‘blobs’) allowing for relative objects in an image to be retrieved. This was achieved by rank-
ing relevant region matches then re-ranking based on the spatial relationship resulting in a
joint ranking.
Topological models for sketch were explored by Sousa et al. [206] building upon Fonseca
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et al. [78] work on retrieval of technical drawings where the topology is described by the
eigenvalues of adjacency matrix. Fonseca developed a technique in [79] to describe sketched
objects based on a moment style descriptor, describing geometric facets of the object. Sousa
integrated spatial proximity into the graph, while maintaining the ability to distil a descriptor
from the image, making matching efficient. Blob based techniques can also be said to include
shape descriptor style approaches [98], although not always applied within the SBR context.
Many retrieval systems benefit from placing the user ‘in the loop’, to iteratively refine the
search results through providing feedback on the relevance of results — so called ‘relevance
feedback’ (RF). Sciascio et al. [183] provided an early RF approach for SBR utilising a simple
Fourier shape and gridded colour histogram descriptor to describe the facets of the image.
To perform RF they synthesise a new query merging the positive and negative example
descriptors.
Contour based SBIR Techniques
Contour based approaches break down into key methodologies: elastic matching, grid and
interest point based as defined in fig. 2.4. As opposed to blob based methods colour and
texture information does not tend to be encoded within the descriptor in such systems.
Although, recently, some algorithms have been proposed that encode semantic information
alongside appearance information (so called ‘hybrid’ SBIR approaches).
Elastic Matching was originally applied by Del Bimbo et al. [20], Del Bimbo uses the elastic
energy to optimise the query onto the image. The required energy to deform the β-Spline
becomes the similarity distance to rank database items. This iterative process comes at a
high expense. Matusiak et al. [139] defined an approach using Curvature scale space to match
image contour. Matusiak’s descriptor form improved retrieval efficiency in contrast to Del
Bimbo. Ip [106] used high curvature control points, the angles of the vectors from the centre
of mass to the control points, to formulate a descriptor for efficient matching. All these
approaches make the assumption that the object is singular and dominant within the image.
Within the MPEG-7 standard, the Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) [216] was defined,
gridding the image and computing edge information within the cells; this approach often is
commonly compared to as a baseline in modern sketch literature [99, 66, 36, 210]. Eitz [66]
proposed using the structure tensor within a gridded image. Each cell described the dominant
tensor vector, through angular quantisation of magnitudes the descriptor was distilled, the
concatenation forming a global descriptor.
Using edge points Chalechale et al. [39] proposed Angular Partitioning of an Abstract Image
(APAI). Edge points are described by an angular binning method then represented using a
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Figure 2.5 Illustrating the extraction processes for several common SBIR descriptors: (a) GF-
HoG [99], (b) Eitz [66], (c) SHoG [68], (d) Spark [68] (e) Self Similarity [68], (d) Self-Similarity
[188]
Fourier descriptor. Alternatively the Self-Similarity descriptor [188], although not specifi-
cally designed for sketch, also claims to deliver depiction-invariant matching including sketch
matching. The Self-Similarity descriptor is computed densely at locations across the entire
image (or sketch). At each location, a correlation surface is computed by comparing a patch
centred on the location to others adjacent to it. The comparison is made using the sum of
squared distance (SSD) between the patches. An expensive evidence gathering process involv-
ing a voting space similar to a Hough transform is required to match objects between images.
Efficient representations of Self-Similarity using BoVW were proposed by Ren et al. [174],
through visual sentences for pose retrieval (discussed further in Sec. 2.5).
Applying the BoVW method [198] for the first time to SBIR, Hu et al. [99] used a dense
gradient field interpolated from the Canny edge map of an image to form a descriptor. The
dense fields from sketches and Canny edges maps of images appear visually similar, and are
treated as a form of synthetic texture dependent on edge structure in the image from which the
common HOG descriptor is sampled and fed into the standard BoVW quantisation process.
Hu et al. successfully demonstrated SBIR for large scale retrieval (> 1 million). More recently
Eitz et al. [68] surveyed the application of BoVW strategies for a similar large-scale dataset.
Within [68], Eitz presented an extension to: HoG – SHoG based on using points detected
from a filtered edge map, and Shape Context – Spark where Shape Context descriptors are
cut from random points not belonging to edges, both approaches were designed as Sketch
derivatives for BoVW codebooking. The Edgel index [36] was presented by Caoet al. allowing
for Indexable Orientated chamfer matching, through an BoVW inverted index. Although the
chamfer matching echoed earlier work such as Hu et al.’s gradient interpolation, the efficient
indexing explored by the approach was quite novel and for the first time enabled interactive
SBIR over a dataset of over 2 million images. Fig. 2.5 summarises common methods for
extracting SBIR descriptors.
The incorporation of text annotation within sketched queries has become popular in recent
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Figure 2.6 Query styles for SBIR (a) of the techniques of [107, 20, 228, 99] images from respec-
tive publications; (b) the query styles of SBVR techniques, showing the various facets of different
techniques of [40, 53, 101, 102], images from respective papers.
years. The MindFinder [228] system integrated a traditional text retrieval system within a
SBIR system. The visual search approach described the spatial information via Hamming
encoding and the appearance information via PCA Hashing allowing for scene appearance
and layout to be encoded. A text based image search using a standard web search engine
was used to bootstrap the QVE approach with a shortlist of relevant images.
Liu et al. [134] avoiding the difficulties of defining shape through sketch, using instead a query
composed of rectangles labelled with semantic tags. Boxes were replaced by reference images
of the desired class of object (e. g. boat) and the resulting pseudo-photographic image used
as query to a standard photo-realistic QVE matching algorithm.
Recently SBIR has been demonstrated on a very large scale, using billions of images privately
accessible to the researchers on the Microsoft Bing search engine. Sun et al. [210] formed
a compact descriptor from Cao et al.’s Mindfinder Edgel representation [36], and combined
this with a number of engineering tricks including multiple inverse-index tables to cache
edge structures. This dramatically improved the efficiency of the custom orientated chamfer
matching step of Cao et al. leading to massive improvements in scalability. This work also
benefited from textual semantic annotation of images improving the precision of retrieval.
As with blob based SBIR techniques, relevance feedback has been fleetingly explored, with
approaches focusing on the retrieval of non-photographic database items e. g. cartoon, clipart.
Liang et al.’s [133] approach similar to [206] computes the Eigenvalues of an adjacency graph
describing the spatial layout of blobs in an image. Replacing Sousa’s sketch line primitives
to describe the shape structure, Liang used a SVM over these eigenvalues to performing the
relevance feedback. Bin et al. [21] applied Linear Programming for iterative refinement of
results, using an updatable ellipsoid distance to measure the similarity of features. Ohashi
et al. [150] have employed a similarity based re-ranking approach for relevance feedback in a
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blob based SBIR system.
2.3.2 Sketch based Video Retrieval
Human recall of events is primarily through ‘episodic memory’; we tend to remember tempo-
rally ordered accounts of a few objects and their actions or interactions [219]. Exact visual
appearance is less important, as are the exact motion parameters (e. g. speed) of objects.
Such information is therefore rarely depicted within query sketches.
Figure 2.7 Set of horse depictions from Hu [99] dataset, demonstrating the difficulty of intra-
class and inter-class variability. Most sketches could easily be confused with a different object
(e. g. dog, fox).
SBVR techniques began to gain traction in the late 90’s with approaches such as Chang’s
VideoQ [40]. VideoQ enables the specification of multiple appearance facets within a query
– shape, texture and colour. Chang et al. compared query to each database item, with
each facet being compared in a different way. Shape being compared via comparison of prin-
cipal Eigenvalues additionally incorporating relative area; texture was compared by three
Tamura [213] texture measures – coarseness, contrast and orientation, colour compared by
LUV colour distance. For motion they compared the inter-frame compensated trajectory
trails [13] by the distance between the trails. In addition to the requirement of exact appear-
ance and motion depiction in the sketch (at odds with the nature of episodic recall) VideoQ’s
major drawback was its dependency on accurate video segmentation, each segmented re-
gion considered to constitute an object. The expectation of this level of video segmentation
performance is generally thought to be unrealistic in CV for general footage.
With the introduction of the MPEG-7 standard focus shifted to describing motion trails in
an inexact, but efficient way. Liao et al. [208] proposed a system using motion flows for video
retrieval, motion vectors from the MPEG-7 specification were used to construct a trail of
objects moving within the video. This method works well on complex trails since it is able
to describe the detailed motion using macroblocks (as described in MPEG-7), but does not
fit well with a more general sketch and episodic recall. Hsieh et al. [97] proposed a system
based on similar trajectory extraction to Liao, but clustering the trails to produce a curve.
Hsieh described the curve by taking control points of high curvature that characterise the
trail that were then constructed into a string, applying edit distance to rank results. An
alternative approach for matching trajectories from the video retrieval field was presented by
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Shim [189] where k-warping was used to determine a distance measure between motion trails
and query. Hu et al. [100] also proposed a motion trail based system. SIFT correspondences
were clustered using GMMs then matched to queries using a Trellis-based distance measure
similar to the Viterbi algorithm. In contrast to other trajectory approaches based on MPEG-
7, Hu incorporated colour into the tokens when matching.
Collomosse et al. [53] aimed to overcome VideoQ’s limiting assumption of perfect video seg-
mentation, by purposefully over-segmenting the video and using query-time inference to label
super-pixels to sketched objects. Collomosse performed this inference using a linear dynami-
cal system (LDS) that modelled expected object trajectory. Unfortunately these trajectories
were limited to straight lines in order to simplify the LDS model to a tractable inference
problem. Even so, queries came with a high computational cost. Collomosse also proposed
the 300 video clip TSF (sports) dataset that has become a benchmark dataset for SBVR and
has subsequently been extended in recent SBVR publications.
Semantics have proven to become increasingly popular in SBIR, since one barrier to scalability
(beyond technical considerations) is the inter-class ambiguity of objects present in typical user
sketches (Fig. 2.7 illustrates this difficulty using the public SBIR dataset Flickr15k, [102]).
Hu et al. [101] were among the first to explore the use of semantics within sketch queries for
SBVR, extending their earlier work based on colour and motion cues alone [100]. They coined
the term ‘hybrid’ SBVR to refer to the combination of semantics and appearance information
in their annotated query sketches.
In Hu et al.’s hybrid SBVR system [101], Affinity-Propagation was used to cluster tracklets
to which several attributes were attached. For example, semantic attributes extracted via a
pixel-wise semantic segmentation were assigned to each tracklet enabling later matching of
hybrid queries. The Semantic Texton Forests (STF) [193] technique was used to obtain the
semantic labels. The approach was evaluated over a subset of the TSF dataset [53], including
only two semantic foreground classes (horse, person) and a relatively small 140 clips.
Hu et al. [102] later extended on Collomosse et al.’s [53] approach using Markov Random
Fields (MRF) optimisation. Similar to Collomosse et al.’s prior over-segmentation approach
they also over-segmented video, but into spatio-temporal volumes rather than spatial super-
pixels within each frame. The MRF was then solved to assign sketched objects to spatio-
temporal volumes. This approach reduced the computational overhead of Collomosse et al.’s
inference step; using volumes instead of per-frame super-pixels resulted in fewer entities to
label. However the technique is yet another expensive optimisation to SBVR and so scales
to larger dataset sizes with only linear complexity. The work was evaluated over only two
semantic classes, but with a much larger 500 clip dataset.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.8 Sample of sketch parsing and interaction interfaces. (a) SBVR query parsing [52], (b)
Sketch-to-Photo of Chen et al. [49], (c) ShadowDraw of Haldankar et al. [130], (d) PhotoSketch
of Eitz et al. [67]. (Images from respective publications.)
2.3.3 Interactive Sketch Retrieval
SBIR has also been used as a tool for assisted drawing. The Shadow Draw system of Haldankar
et al. [130] uses a simple edge hashing retrieval technique to aid in object depiction. This
approach then renders a shadow of retrieved matches to guide drawing. Similarly [10] applied
an approach for sketch correction using a spring based system to match to primitive shapes.
More recently, iCanDraw [62] aided in the drawing of human faces. Conversely Marvaniya
et al. [138] proposed a deformable part based contour technique for synthesising sketches
from an image. Using salient contours matched from dataset of images edge information
was propagated to produce a sketch. For matching of sketches Fonseca et al. [79] presented
CALI based on a composite of geometric information a compact descriptor matched simple
sketches, used for quick navigating of assets.
The synthesis of images from sketches has also been a popular topic with Sketch-to-Collage [80]
collating and blending segments of images from a database based on a query guide. Sketch-
to-Photo [49] pulled images from the Internet to compose an image. In this case the query
used text label annotations to reduce the complexity of CBR. PhotoSketch of Eitz et al. [67]
approached the CBR challenge using their previously proposed Tensor Structure descriptor.
Eitz matched a sketch to image with the user drawing over the parts of the image to be
composited onto a different background.
2.4 Image Annotation and Semantic Segmentation
Image annotation is a popular method in the IR community, as opposed to focusing on the
challenge of matching based on CBR techniques a set of image attributes (e. g. objects)
are often detected to form an attribute descriptor. Therefore the task of annotating images
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(heavily studied within CV) has relevance to the IR community. Image annotation is the
description of the image through a set of labels, alternatively image categorisation assigns
a single label to the image, we focus on the former that is most relevant to the work of
Chapter 3.
Often semantic tags are generated through standard object recognition techniques, using CBR
approaches like BoVW or more recently convolutional neural networks to describe the image.
There are three main approaches to image annotation: keyword – images are labelled with a
set of words, these can be arbitrary words or from a predefined vocabulary; keyword ontologies
– A hierarchical structuring of concepts (keywords) to form relationships e. g. “is a” and “has
a”; and free text – any combination of keyword or sentences, this approach is challenging for
CV, therefore is commonly used in conjunction with one of the other approaches.
Early approaches were evaluated by Bernard et al. [14] since then larger datasets for Image an-
notation and object recognition have been presented. Datasets such as those provided by the
PASCAL VOC challenge [69] provide classification benchmarks to challenge the cutting-edge,
with the latest versions having 120 categories. The challenge of deciding a tag vocabulary
has been explored with popular approaches [15, 244] applying WordNet [143]; an ontology
of words. The most recent dataset to become widely popular is ImageNet [205]; a collection
of images corresponding to a subset of WordNet labelled with 21841 keywords (only nouns
are explored in ImageNet) comprising 14,197,122 images of which 1,034,908 are annotated
with bounding boxes for detection. Commonly ImageNet has only one keyword per image
(whereas PASCAL had no such guarantee), nevertheless the scale of the dataset has led to its
widespread adoption as a benchmark especially for involving Deep Learning based techniques.
Deep Learning has become an increasing trend for classification in CV. With origins from
ImageNet Krizhevsky et al. [124], proposed the structure of learning visual features from a
large pool of data using convolutional neural networks. Configurations of convolutional neural
networks techniques for Image Classification have been explored by Chatfield et al. [45]. The
convolutional neural networks technique has been adapted to apply to object detection [83]
utilising segmentation techniques. Oquab et al. [152] used midlevel features trained from an
ImageNet model, to the PASCAL object detection challenge.
Alternatively segmentation can provide a deeper insight into the content within the image.
Semantic segmentation is an approach of segmenting images based on classes. The concept is
similar therefore a classifier is trained to be able to detect the class of a pixels or superpixels.
Early methods used alternative descriptors to those used within BoVW, descriptors such as
Texton [136] (filter banks); this descriptor is better able to describe the texture of objects
and is therefore more robust over scenes.
Shotton et al. [194] proposed TextonBoost to solve the semantic segmentation problem, this
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.9 Examples of different Image Annotation and Semantic Segmentation Techniques
(a) BoVW pipeline for Image Annotation (b) The conventional structure of Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks [205] (c) Texton guided segmentation, using CRFs for spatial consistency [194]
(d) Ensembles of Trees for segmentation as per [193]. Images from or derived from respective
publications.
approach used texture-layout features. These are local descriptors cut from a K-Means as-
signment of texton descriptors within an image. This descriptor models texture information
and layout was modelled within a Conditional Random Field (CRF). Shotton used a modified
version of Joint Boosting algorithm for classification of pixels, and used a random sampling
approach to train the system to avoid the issue of a large sample set. This approach suffered
from expensive K-Means assignment (even with a low K, a 320x240 image is slow to assign)
as well as challenging to solve CRF, taking greater than 10 seconds on larger images.
Moosmann et al. [146] explored the use of randomised decision forests as an alternative to
K-Means for clustering. This work focused on clustering but motivated Shotton et al. [193].
Shotton expanded on this work performing semantic segmentation, Shotton showed that the
implicit hierarchical structure made it faster, by not requiring the computation of textons or
BoVW. Instead Shotton used CIELab pixel values differences within a window. Additionally
a global descriptor is able to be extracted from Decision tree nodes, producing a image-level
prior (Bag of Semantic Textons) this provided some context, but not the spatial consistency
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common from CRF methods. The major benefit to [193] was in the computational perfor-
mance, requiring only a couple of seconds. Adaptations to this approach have been presented
including multiscale [119].
Although slower than Johnson’s approach Ranganathan [173] reverted back to the use of
textons and K-Means based approach but adapted the learning step to use Random Multi-
nomial Logit (RML). Ranganathan argues that uncontrolled cluster size of Random Forests
made K-Means a more reasonable approach. As an alternative to K-Means and tree based
second order pooling was explored by [37] based on SIFT features, this approach was demon-
strated to be computationally faster than conventional VOC challenge methods, but still
more expensive than [193].
Due to the time consuming nature of manual annotation weak labelling based approaches have
become more popular in recent years [226, 225]. Vezhnevets [224] presented an approach based
on Active Learning modelling the problem through a CRF for finding the most informative
nodes.
2.5 Human Pose Estimation and Retrieval
Pose estimation has gained increasing amounts of interest in literature, with the success of
pedestrian detectors making it plausible to classify body parts. Pose methods have addi-
tionally benefited from the proliferation of depth devices e. g. Microsoft Kinect. Within 2D
footage common methodologies fit into either: part based models or explicit/soft estima-
tion(e. g. PDF) methods. For this thesis we only explore 2D (subsec. 2.5.1), but additionally
we consider methods from 3D (subsec. 2.5.3) as well. Several survey papers are drawn on for
this section [145, 161, 163] with [145] acting as a comprehensive overview.
2.5.1 Human Pose Estimation from Image
Early pose estimation focused on the use of either pictorial models of Fischler and Elschlanger [75]
or through [22]. Approaches such as Felzenszwalb et al. [72, 71] applied the pictorial struc-
ture model in its original form optimising matching. Building on Felzenszwalb, Ronford [176]
applied linear SVMs for discriminative body parts, alternatively Johnson et al. [116] applied
a cascade detector.
Ramanan [171] matches an edge-based deformable model to learn soft estimates of the body
parts, building upon this, a region-based deformable model is fitted improving estimation
performance by implicitly learning the colour of relevant regions. Ferrari et al. [73] follow
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10 (a) Original pictorial structures for faces of Fischler and Elschlanger [75] (b) Exam-
ples of pictorial structures [71] and deformable structures [245]. Where figures are from respective
publications.
in a similar style learning a weak representation through a combination location scale infor-
mation through an upper body detector, foreground highlighting using a modified version of
GrabCut [177] and head and torso constraint. Yang et al. [235] proposed using a flexible
mixture-of-parts. They learn co-occurrence, appearance and deformation models applying in-
ference through a relational graph using dynamic programming. Yang’s approach was more
general than Ferrari allowing pose estimation not just Human pose. Andriluka et al. [6] ex-
plored a variety of features for pose estimation. Alternative methods that are less sensitive
to occlusion [196, 113] by applying additional constraints for when two nodes of the a tree
structure can be chosen, or even fully connected graphs [18].
Hierarchical approaches do not specifically estimate independent body parts [209, 217]. As
an alternative to the tree structure, a more holistic approach based around a NN exemplar
lookup was presented by Moriet al. [147]. Derivatives such as [186] apply locality sensitive
hashing or semi-global classifier for part configuration [85].
Following the Deep learning trend, DeepPose [218] learns texture style features based on
optimising the convolution filter used at different stages of the Neural Network. Toschev
et al. demonstrated that this approach achieved an 11% increase over current state-of-the-
art.
2.5.2 Human Pose Retrieval of Image and Video
Ferrari et al. extended [73], for pose retrieval in [74]. They proposed 3 descriptors – part
positions, part orientations including relative location and orientation, soft segmentation.
In experiments they showed the composition parts and relative information performed best.
Although this can be said to be the earliest of QVE pose retrieval systems, it was limited
to the upper body, with upright poses (fig. 2.11a). Pose based on a blob based representa-
tion was presented by Shechtman et al. [188], using a Self-Similarity descriptor, measuring
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the correlation within a patch and computing a log-likelihood descriptor at a local level.
Self-Similarity matching, as proposed, is expensive requiring matching between both sets of
dense descriptors. Ren et al. [174] demonstrated, relying on HPE was inadequate in more
general scenarios (fig. 2.11b). Ren extended Self-Similarity applying BoVW encoding, then
learning sentences running through a scale-space pyramid via topic modelling. Ren et al.
work overcame the challenge of inference of a skeleton (or soft estimation) representation on
unconstrained dance datasets.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11 (a) Using upper-body human pose estimation for retrieval [74] where the top left
is the query and the top 9 results.(b) Challenges of human pose estimation making it currently
unsuitable for retrieval showing: top – original frame, middle – approach of Ferrari et al. [73],
bottom – approach of Yang et al. [235]. Where figures are from respective publications.
The aforementioned approaches rely on a QVE. Jammalamadaka et al. [109] explored a va-
riety of queries, distilled into a articulate skeleton as a query. To describe images Jammala-
madaka combined the pose estimation from Yang [235] and Ferrari [73], using correlating the
agreement between detectors, then describing the upper body through a 12D joint descriptor
composed of sine and cosine components to overcome the disjoint between 0-360 degrees.
Although this approach allowed for greater variation in query style it still suffered from the
requirement on HPE.
2.5.3 3D Human Pose Estimation from Image and Depth
Early 3D pose estimation methods from an image followed a model fitting approach, where
the pose was estimated by directly inverting the kinematics [215] or numerically optimising
the configurations. [215] assumed that the joint angles were known and solved the limb length
through their relative depths. Agarwal [2] used shape context descriptors and regressors to
infer the joints from silhouettes. Utilising 2D techniques, [220] used several frames of weakly
estimated 2D poses, to then convert to 3D using a rigid structure. Using a mapping from 2D
to 3D Salzmann [179] explored the use of Gaussian Processes to learn a subspace for such
a mapping. Ramakrishna [170] taking a memory approach used a large corpus of Motion
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Capture data with visual cues to infer the relative skeleton, similarly using 2D guide points.
Depth based pose estimation techniques have become increasingly active area of research with
the introduction of the Microsoft Kinect, making depth information commercially available.
Prior to this 3D pose was inferred predominantly from Multi-View or expensive depth cam-
eras. Shotton [192] extended their Semantic Texton Forest [193] to work with depth data,
essentially making the difference function from depth as opposed to colour difference. Con-
tinuing with the tree based methods, [84] applied Hough Forests. Applying a MRF Anguelov
et al. [7] learnt body configuration using maximum-margin framework and performing a graph
cut. Exploring a nonlinear optimisation [87] used Iterative Closest Point (ICP) to estimate
with 28 degrees of freedom. Applying a heuristics based approach Zhu [243] identifying the
head and torso to constrain the problem. Similarly [195] utilised specialised designed detec-
tors to identify such body parts. [166] estimated the orientation of specially selected interest
points to provide local shape information.
2.6 Animation and Video Synthesis
Considerable effort has been invested in the automation of animation, due to the huge amount
of manual effort typically required to produce realistic content. One frequently used method
to automate animation whilst maintaining realism is to capture fragments of motion (e.g.
using a skeletal motion capture rig such as a Vicon system) and stitch these fragments together
to create the desired movement. This approach is sometimes referred to as concatenative
synthesis. Concatenative synthesis has its origins in speech synthesis, and was extended to
character animation and video synthesis in the early 2000s.
2.6.1 Character Animation
Kovar et al. [123] introduced the motion graph; a graph data structure in which edges
constitute segments of motion and nodes the connections (or ‘transition points’) between
them. Walking around the graph through several transition points generates a list of frames
that can be concatenated in that order to produce visually near-seamless motion. Kovar et al.
focused on the domain of skeletal animation and identified nodes (or transitions) based on
a fixed threshold on pose similarity between pairs of motion capture frames. This approach
was later expanded by Gleicher et al. to a hierarchical representation (‘move tree’) which
enjoyed popularity within the computer games industry.
An alternative to graph based approaches, Brand [28] applied a hidden Markov model to
model a manifold of plausible poses in Shadow Puppetry. This allowed the inference of a
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Figure 2.12 Character animation synthesised using concatenative synthesis facilitated by a
motion graph data representation. The motion graph models routes through the graph generate
novel plausible motion sequences. (Figure from Kovar et al. [123])
3D skeleton from sequences of silhouette. Sequence generation is the process of finding the
geodesic distance across the manifold that best supports the silhouette sequence; in essence
the manifold acts as a space of plausible poses. Lee et al. [129] extended Brand’s markovian
approach using a two-layer system, with the second being based on statistical models through
clustering.
2.6.2 Video Synthesis
Early video synthesis techniques focused on animating speech. Bregler et al. [31] introduced
video rewrite, using a database of mouth images to animate a natural speaker. Animation
was performed by looking up relevant segments of the database and animating the mouth and
jawline based on reordered segments. Similarly [70] animated speech using a multidimensional
morphable model, to parametrise the mouth of human speech. A manifold approach Brand
[30] used [28] to synthesise mouth motion.
For the animation of video, video textures [181] applied a Markov chain approach by treating
frames as states and allowing transition across, video based on frame similarity. This ap-
proach was ideal for generating looping sequences, e. g. fire animation. Video Textures also
introduced video based animation as an extension allowing high-level user control. Schodl
extended video textures to create character animation in video sprites [180] by adapting a
cost function sprites of animals were animated according to a motion trajectory.
Alternatively by utilising motion capture data in combination with video footage Flagg et al.
[77] implemented the animation of human video textures. Allowing a more visually appealing
result than the previous methods [180], this approach still suffered from visual occlusion
problems caused by single view point capture.
All of the aforementioned approaches require transitions to smoothly render a new video.
Transitions, despite efforts in selection often cause visual discontinuities, therefore blending
approaches are performed. Commonly simple linear blending occurs such as in [181, 180]
alternatively, in order to further improve coherence PCA [151] can be performed to blend
only important parts of the image for the transition.
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2.7 Transfer Learning and Domain Adaptation
An assumption in conventional machine learning [155] is that the training data and the test
data are in the same feature space and/o distribution. However in practice this is often
not the case, and learning a transform from the test data to the training data can boost
performance.
One way to deduce this transform is to use a few correspondences defined between the two
domains, and so create a mapping between test and training domains; however the transfer
learning literature also tackles with the problem of learning the mapping with no correspon-
dences at all.
Transfer learning often breaks down into three tasks, 1) what to transfer, 2) how to transfer,
and 3) when to transfer. Not all knowledge is applicable to both domains, therefore deciding
“what to transfer” leads into “how to transfer” the relevant data. Survey papers such as
[155] outline a taxonomy of the field, breaking it down into the three key areas: Inductive
Transfer Learning – the target task is different to the source task independent of whether the
domains are the same or not; with methods such as [169]. At minimum some labelled data in
the target domain is required to induce a objective predictive model. Transductive Transfer
Learning– source and target tasks are the same but the domains are different, commonly few
or no labels are available to the target domain; with methods as [114, 238, 190] Unsupervised
Transfer Learning – in this case the tasks between source and target are the same, but no
data is available in either domain [230, 57].
Domain Adaptation (DA) is a specialised part of Transductive Transfer Learning where la-
belled data is only available in the source, but is solving the same task. DA as proposed
by Arnold et al. [9] has been extensively studied for its beneficial properties of boosting
performance for similar datasets, survey papers such as [114, 131, 240, 157, 137] provide a
comprehensive overview of the field. Most techniques focus around learning a feature space
mapping from the distribution of the test/train data. Approaches such as [23, 5, 59] applied
structural correspondence learning algorithm, to learn this mapping. Alternative approaches
extend co-clustering [56] or a classifier [234] to propagate labels. Dimensionality reduction
using Maximum mean discrepancy embedding [153] to reduce difference between domains,
with speed optimisation [154]. Specific to the visual DA approaches have been applied in face
recognition [168, 95] and Object recognition [149, 86]. With limited exploration in human
pose estimation [43] to the best of our knowledge it has not been explored within Human
Pose Retrieval.
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2.8 Action Recognition
Action recognition approaches commonly focused on video analysis of human events. These
events are often simple concepts like walking, jogging, boxing and jumping as in the KTH
dataset [182], however more complex action datasets such as Hollywood 2 have recently
emerged. There are several approaches to recognising the events in videos that will be ex-
plored in this section looking at both feature methods and action modelling.
Laptev et al. [126] were first to propose the spatial-temporal extension. They implemented
an expansion of Mikolajczyk’s [140] Harris-Laplace detector – to perform iterative corner
detection in 3D (space-time). Laptev proposed using a concatenated SIFT feature vector
over the space-time cuboid, describing this as a ‘behaviour descriptor’. Laptev’s work was
then expanded on by Schuldt [182] improving the matching approach from a greedy match
of features points to a framework using SVMs to classify actions.
Dollar et al. [63] proposed using specialised 3D detectors instead of 2D extensions. Dollar used
small sub-video windows to describe small events within the video such as an eye opening.
Dollar’s detector focused on periodic motions, but can be applied to complex motion as well.
The high computational cost was solved by Ke et al. [121] using integral video to achieve real-
time processing, Ke used Haar-wavelets computed on optical flow. Willems [231] proposed a
dense Hessian Spatial-Temporal interest points (Hes-STIP) detector that was scale invariant
to in both spatial and temporal domains and was able to densely cover video content.
BoVW was applied to action recognition modified to use spatial-temporal feature points.
This required the use of the aforementioned detectors and development of descriptors able to
handle the temporal dimension. Scovanner et al. [184] expanded the standard SIFT descriptor
into three dimensions by adding a further dimension to the orientation histogram this encoded
the temporal information. Willems [231] expanded the SURF descriptor in their experiments
for Hess-STIP detector and it outperformed the common jet descriptor although was not
compared with the 3D-SIFT descriptor. Chen et al. [48] explored incorporating motion into
SIFT, Motion SIFT (MoSIFT). Chen replaced the HoG component with optical flow using
the same technique as SIFT. By concatenating the optical descriptor with the standard SIFT
for describing the appearance you get a descriptor that is able to handle appearance and
motion. In Chen’s scenario they omit orientation invariance since they are working with a
static camera.
An alternative approach using BoVW by Mikolajczyket al. [142] used an array of existing
standard detectors and descriptors. Using Harris-Laplace, Hessian-Laplace, MSER, and Pairs
of Adjacent Segments to detect interest points, these were encoded using Gradient Location
and Orientation Histogram (GLOH), for appearance, combined with Lucas-Kanade Tracker
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(KLT) optical flow information (for motion) which is then dimensionality-reduced using PCA.
Motion compensation was applied to the optical flow vectors prior to incorporation in the
descriptor, using inter-frame homography estimation. Recognition of events was performed
using search trees, exploiting randomised kd-trees with approximate nearest neighbour for
classification.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) provide a powerful way of recognising sequential events within
a stochastic process. They have been used within action recognition for this reason since the
late nineties. Brand [29] demonstrated that using minimisation of the joint distribution
entropy, activity can be classified into meaningful states. Robertson [175] used HMMs for
smoothing of action sequences by encoding rules of scenes to produce more robust action
recognition. Their approach used a combined location and motion point’s descriptor to
model the actions within a video. More recently Jiang [115] improved on the HMM learning
algorithm. By improving the parameter estimation, their HMM system avoids the problem
of local optimal and therefore is able to find the global optimal solution.
Data mining techniques are commonly used for finding patterns in sparse data, although had
seen limited use in CV until recently. Gilbert et al. [82] proposed using the a priori algo-
rithm [3] originally designed to find correlations within supermarket shoppers’ transactions.
They modify the algorithm to classify events using spatial-temporal key points; unlike the
approaches described above they used two dimensional points and expand over the temporal
domain to create volumes denser in nature that Laptev et al.’s [127]. Key points are then
mined to determine the most discriminative points for classification.
2.9 Summary
We have identified several gaps within the literature relating to sketch based video retrieval
that will be tackled in this thesis:
Efficient Index-based SBVR
Although SBVR remains a comparatively recent sub-field within the sketch based in-
terfaces literature, a number of successful approaches have been developed and shown
effective over databases of a few hundred videos. Some very recent approaches have
begun to explore the fusion of multiple modalities within the query sketch (including
shape, colour, motion and even object semantics through text labels in the sketch).
Whilst the accuracy of such approaches is good, all are very slow due to expensive
optimisation or inference steps used to fit a model derived from the sketch to each item
in the database. Such approaches scale linearly at best, with dataset size, and a single
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comparison often takes a few seconds leading to query times of several minutes in total.
We note that no prior SBVR approach using ‘hybrid’ i. e. multi-modal combinations
of features uses an efficient feature-based search index. This is anomalous since almost
all CBVR methods are index-based and most modern SBIR methods (e. g. based on
BoVW [68, 102]) are too.
Human Pose Retrieval
Human pose retrieval has been fleetingly explored in the literature, but to-date most
techniques rely on explicit estimation of human pose from photographs [74, 109]. It
has been shown that such techniques are limited by the pictorial structures approach
they are based on, and they struggle with more free poses such as those encountered in
Performance Dance [174]. Although an implicit approach has been explored through
modification of Self-Similarity [174], it has treated the problem as one of pure retrieval,
without considering the highly non-linear space of possible poses. We also see that
to-date human pose retrieval has only been explored through the use of photorealistic
QVE rather than sketch based query.
Visual Narratives (VNs)
VNs that have only been explored in the context of single-frame storyboards as pre-
sented in [53]. Although it is foreseeable that approaches could be extended to in-
corporate a longer narrative [102], the computational expense and the difficulties of
describing the different modalities are likely to limit the success of existing approaches.
There are other short-fallings in the state of the art relevant to the contributions of this thesis.
Image annotation has been demonstrated to reach a satisfactory performance at the cost of
computational speed. Action recognition has been a highly active area for many years, but
struggles to achieve accuracy over unconstrained video. Despite the increase in popularity
of applying machine learning techniques to CV problems, transfer learning has had limited
influence on CV applications. To-date transfer learning has focused predominantly on the
areas of image classification rather than video or sketch based retrieval.

Chapter 3
Multi-modal Video Indexing for
Sketch based Retrieval
We present a novel spatio-temporal descriptor for representing and indexing a video repos-
itory for sketch based video retrieval (SBVR). Our descriptor encodes the semantic class,
appearance (shape and colour), and the motion direction of each foreground object within
the video. The appearance of the background is also captured. The resulting multi-modal
video index is searchable using free-hand sketches depicting appearance and motion, accom-
panied by textual annotations indicating object class. The combination of sketch and text
within a query, coupled with a fast video indexing scheme, results in a ‘hybrid’ SBVR system
capable of searching ∼ 700 videos in less than one second; several orders of magnitude faster
than prior hybrid SBVR systems. This speed-up enables, for the first time, interactive re-
finement of SBVR results via a relevance feedback (RF) framework yielding state of the art
performance for hybrid SBVR.
3.1 Introduction
Sketches are inherently multi-modal; they capture many aspects of appearance (shape, colour)
and can be annotated with motion cues or labels to capture the motion and semantic class
of the depicted objects. Despite this useful property, and the growing popularity of video
on touch-screen devices amenable to gestural input, no practical approaches to sketch based
video retrieval (SBVR) have yet been developed. Rather, current SBVR work falls short
of practical requirements in two main ways: 1) by focussing on just a single modality e. g.
shape or motion [50, 100]; 2) adopting robust but slow optimisation strategies for sketch-video
matching that typically take minutes to search just a few hundred videos [53, 101].
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This chapter presents a novel SBVR system that, uniquely, is both multi-modal and operates
at interactive (real-time) speeds. To deliver this system two novel technical contributions are
proposed.
1. Spatio-temporal Indexing. We propose a novel descriptor based on the encoding of
foreground objects within space-time quantisation of the video clip. This descriptor is
amenable to matching using a metric distance (e. g. Ln norm) and so is appropriate
for storage and indexing within efficient search structures, such as a kd-tree, leading to
sub-linear complexity at query-time with respect to dataset size. By contrast existing
hybrid SBVR use optimisation approaches that fit the sketch as a model to each video
clip with the posterior likelihood of the fit used to rank each video in the results.
Such per-record optimisation approaches scale with linear complexity at best. The
descriptor itself is a ‘hybrid’ encoding of the foreground content, comprising object
semantic category (e. g. car, person), alongside motion and appearance information
(shape, colour). Although hybrid SBVR has been explored before using optimisation
approaches, an indexing approach has not previously been presented.
2. Relevance Feedback (RF). Users may iteratively work with our system to refine
the returned results by flagging a few ‘good’ (relevant) or ‘poor’ (irrelevant) matches.
The RF framework accepts this interactive feedback as a further steer on the matching
process, presenting new successive iterations of results for user consideration. RF has
not been applied to SBVR previously, yet when dealing with large video datasets it is
essential for two reasons. First, the inherent ambiguity of sketch as an under-complete
description of the desired video implies the need for further user input to refine results
(many false positives can be expected as dataset size increase). Second, the priority of
different modalities is not defined within a sketch. Consider a user sketching a red car
— is a result containing an arbitrary red object more relevant than a car of arbitrary
colour? Without further steer from the user it is impossible to judge.
Our video descriptor encodes a coarse description of scene content, mirroring the approx-
imate nature of sketch. We consider video as a space-time cuboid and quantise this into
space-time sub-volumes (cells). Each cell represents local shape, colour, semantic class and
motion parameters of foreground objects occurring within those sub-volumes. Additionally,
we demonstrate flexibility over prior work through our ability to incorporate background ap-
pearance constraints within our search query. Previous hybrid SBVR systems have enabled
search only on the foreground (moving) objects within the scene and so have ignored spatial
structure in the background, e. g. landscape features such as buildings, mountains, horizon
line. Fig. 3.1 presents representative query sketches accepted as input by our system. We
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Figure 3.1 Representative examples of query sketches (a) accepted by the user interface of our
SBVR system, initial results displayed to the user (b). Results are interactive selected of positive
or negative results (c) for the system to provide updated results (d), which is iterated till satisfied
(e). (f-i) demonstrate the top 4 results displayed to the user after RF. Web interface visualised
on a tablet
explore RF through a computationally cheap approach comprising an ensemble of classifiers
– Multiple Classifier Learning (MCL) – over the multiple orthogonal facets of the descriptor.
Although our framework for RF is not novel per se, the ability to perform RF for SBVR is
completely new and it is interesting to conclude that RF is practical for SBVR.
3.2 Pre-processing and Feature Extraction
Sketched search queries are highly abstract, depicting only a few salient objects and their
actions. This presents a significantly broader semantic gap [88] to classical visual search where
close agreement is assumed between the photometric properties of the query and the target
video. McNeill et al. explored the relationship between the episodic nature of human recall
and these abstract free-hand sketches used to depict events in information retrieval tasks
[52]. In addition to geometric (and often iconic) simplifications of form, sketched queries also
simplify motion in the scene. Only the motion of objects relative to the scene background is
depicted, and even then only approximate trajectories are indicated. The length of arrows
or motion paths sketched to indicate motion often has no correlation with the duration or
speed of the movement.
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Figure 3.2 Video ingestion process. (a) Camera ego-motion is approximated through
inter-frame homography estimation. (b) Super-pixels are identified and classified as fore-
ground/background based on an optical-flow derived estimate of their centroid motion. (c) Local
histograms are extracted for each super-pixel based on colour and semantic classification of their
component pixels.
An initial processing step is therefore to estimate camera ego-motion so that it may be
subsequently compensated for when considering object motion. The estimate is computed
by calculating the inter-frame homography Ht between adjacent frames (It, It+1) using a
standard RANSAC approach over sparse feature correspondences. In doing so we assume
that the majority of the features detected arise from background texture. Several engineering
tricks were used to robustify the homography estimation process over general video. Multiple
keypoint detectors and descriptors (SIFT [135], GLOH [141]) were employed to improve the
number of putative correspondences established between frames. We filtered correspondences
based on back projection, after [135]. Cases of degeneracy are common via this method, and
detectable through monitoring of ‖Ht‖, where very large or small values trigger a restart of
the non-deterministic RANSAC process. The result of this process yields a set of inter-frame
homographies H = {H1, . . . ,HT } for t = [1, T ] for a given video clip.
These estimates are subsequently used to determine the camera-motion compensated position
of each super-pixel in the clip, for which colour and semantic features are also extracted as
follows (Fig. 3.2).
3.2.1 Detecting foreground object fragments
Each frame It is independently over-segmented using mean-shift [54] into a set of of super-
pixels St = {S1t , ..., Smt }; typically m ' 200 with minimum area |Sit | = 20 pixels (Fig. 3.2a
illustrates such a segmentation). Although such an over-segmentation does not maintain
complete object boundaries, it allows for partial object boundaries to be identified and is
useful in enforcing spatial consistency of subsequently extracted features.
We extract a set of 2D keypoint locations Pt =
[
p1t , . . . , p
m
t
]
from the centroids of superpixels
St in each frame. The keypoints are transformed into a camera-motion compensated reference
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Figure 3.3 Identifying foreground and background superpixels based on motion (two example
clips). Left-right: source video frames (a) are used to estimate a dense optical flow field (b) which
is transformed by H−1t−1 to compensate for camera ego-motion (c). Thresholding the magnitude
of the flow vectors yields a decision mask (d) which is used to partition keypoints Pt (and so
their corresponding super-pixels St) in to foreground and background sets.
frame yielding locations P ′t s.t.:
pit
′
=
t−1∏
h=1
H−1h p
i
t (3.1)
In line with prior SBVR that identifies only moving objects as candidates for inclusion in a
query sketch [53, 101], we seek to partition P ′t in to foreground (moving) and background
(static) keypoint sets. We identify as background, keypoints in P ′t moving with speed lower
than a threshold value. The speed of each keypoint pit
′
is determined using a dense optical
flow field computed via the method of Brox et al. [32], transformed by H−1t−1. The threshold is
determined by averaging H−1t−1p
i
t at the frame boundaries, which we assume to contain mainly
background content. Such a threshold can be considered a mask over It demarking foreground
object from background (Fig. 3.3d). Applying this threshold to the keypoints enables the set
of superpixels at any time St to be decomposed into foreground and background superpixels
(SFGt and S
BG
t respectively).
Several features are subsequently extracted from It for each of the superpixels in St.
3.2.2 Colour feature extraction
Colour features are extracted as a colour histogram computed from pixels within each super-
pixel Sit . A histogram representation requires quantisation of the colour space into bins,
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for which we use the standard ‘Macintosh 16 colour palette’ (fig. 3.7c) available in the user’s
query sketch interface to enable rapid comparison at query-time. This idealised palette differs
from the dominant colours present within each video clip, motivating a remapping.
Given a video we collate pixels from several frames sampled at equal temporal intervals,
and apply colour quantisation in CIELab space to identify the set of dominant video colours
V = {v1, ..., vq} (where q is variable but typically around 30).
Given a super-pixel Sit , we produce a normalised histogram with respect to the video-derived
palette Hv(j), j = [1, q] by assigning each component pixel to the closest colour in set V . The
colour descriptor C(Sit) = Hq(k), k = [1, 16] for the super-pixel (where Hq is defined with
respect to the query UI colour palette) is given by:
Hq(k) =
1
|V |
|V |∑
j=1
Hv(j)d (hc[k], hv[j]) . (3.2)
where d(.) is the normalised CIELab distance between colours corresponding to the jth and
kth bins of Hv and Hq. For measuring CIELab distances we apply the CIEDE2000 distance
measure [187], which to provide a perceptually faithful colour comparison versus Euclidean
distance. Although the use of CIELab is more relevant to the mapping from query palette to
video palette than segmentation and dominant colour detection, we opt to use throughout.
This is due to over quantisation in both cases, removing the concern of use of perceptually
similar colour space vs another colour space.
3.2.3 Semantic feature extraction
Semantic features are extracted from video by labelling pixels in each frame independently,
using Semantic Texton Forests (STF) [193] and aggregating these within the footprint of each
superpixel Sit to form a frequency histogram across known object categories.
STF uses a Forest of Extremely Randomised Trees to classify pixels, these ensembles of
decision trees are fast to train and test whilst their inherent randomness allows for flexibility
to inter-class discrepancies.
The STF approach is composed of three classifiers: a standard ensemble of randomised de-
cision trees; a global image classifier; and a second ensemble based on region information
(Fig. 3.4). The standard ensemble of trees are trained based on CIELab colour value differ-
ences. A random point px2,y2,b2 around a training point px1,y1,b1 within a window (width = 50)
is selected, where x, y refer to location and b refers to colour channel. The comparisons of val-
ues are based on a random comparison function value px1,y1,b1 addition px1,y1,b1+px2,y2,b2 , sub-
traction px1,y1,b1−px2,y2,b2 , absolute difference |px1,y1,b1 − px2,y2,b2 |. We also utilise medianp∈X
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Figure 3.4 Extraction of Per-Pixel Semantic Classification through the Semantic Texton Forest.
Using a trained Ensemble of Extremely Randomised Trees on local pixel differences within a
window pixels are classified, a global prior is defined through pyramid match kernel trained
SVM. Finally a shape prior is trained as a second Ensemble of Extremely Randomised Trees
using rectangular features. Following the method of Shotton et al. [193].
medianp∈y as well as relative xy positions to centre
px1,y1−cx,y
px2,y2−cx,y , where cx,y is the coordinate of
the centre of the image. In experiments these additions are beneficial due to salient objects
commonly being in the centre of shot.
The global image classification is computed using an approach similar to Bag of Visual Words
(BoVW). A hierarchical comparison of leaf distribution of the decision trees forms a Pyramid
Matching Kernel for use within a one-vs-all SVM strategy. The third classifier, a second
ensemble of decision trees trained on the resultant soft classified image. The probability image
is sub-sampled and integral images are calculated allowing for a superpixel representation, a
second ensemble is trained using rectangle feature is used based on window summation.
Each individual pixel is thus attributed a 12-D vector of probabilities describing the semantic
content it depicts; this vector is averaged for all pixels within each superpixel Sit to yield
Q(Sit) ∈ <12.
Although it is possible to estimate such histograms directly over image regions using explicit
region-based approaches [191, 125], their reliance upon complex filter banks at test time are
currently prohibitive for scaling over a large video dataset e. g. comprising hundreds of videos.
Current state-of-the-art execution times on 320x240 footage are around 6 seconds/frame.
By contrast the colour quantisation already performed in subsec. 3.2.2 enables significant
implementation efficiencies in STF. Combined colour and semantic feature extraction take
approximately one second per frame in our system.
3.3 Spatio-temporal Video Descriptor
Each video in the dataset is indexed by computing a descriptor from its spatio-temporal
(x, y, t) volume. The volume is subdivided equally into cells (Fig. 3.5a) at a coarse quantisa-
tion level resulting in q× q× q cells. The choice of q drives a speed-accuracy trade-off in the
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5 (a) Spatio-temporal quantisation of the video clip into cells, each of which contains a
number of foreground and background superpixels (each with associated colour and semantic at-
tributes). (b) Illustrative point cloud distribution for the horse object within a horse-riding video
clip. The spatio-temporal locations of the (camera motion compensated) super-pixel centroids
describe the shape and motion of the objects.
retrieval algorithm and is explored in detail later (subsec. 3.5.2). A level of q = 6 is used in
reported results.
Quantisation is performed over the full duration of the video i. e. t = [1, T ] and over the
full height and width of the panorama formed by considering the alignment of video frames
transformed under H. Each superpixel S is assigned uniquely to a cell based on the location
of the camera-motion compensated centroid P ′. Thus each cell is populated by a multitude
of foreground and background superpixels, each of which has associated histograms encoding
colour and semantic distribution.
Fig. 3.5b illustrates the distribution of foreground superpixels for a horse-riding clip within
our dataset. Only super-pixels likely to correspond to the horse semantic category (i. e. with
maxQ(S) = Horse) have been plotted. The trajectory of the point cloud through the spatio-
temporal volume implicitly describes both the shape and motion of the object over the course
of the video. The associated feature vectors C(.) and Q(.) describe its colour and semantic
attributes over time.
The complete video descriptor is formed by concatenating five sub-descriptors, each computed
as follows:
1. Foreground object colour. Formed by concatenating q3 ‘cell descriptors’ that each
encode C(SFG) within the respective cell.
2. Foreground object semantics. Formed by concatenating q3 ‘cell descriptors’ that
each encode Q(SFG) within the respective cell.
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3. Background colour. Formed by concatenating q3 ‘cell descriptors’ that each encode
C(SBG) within the respective cell.
4. Background semantics. Formed by concatenating q3 ‘cell descriptors’ that each
encode Q(SBG) within the respective cell.
5. Background shape descriptor. As outlined shortly in subsec. 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Cell Descriptors
To compute the descriptor for a given cell, we first identify the subset of super-pixels s ⊆ S
with centroids falling within its spatio-temporal bounds. We then compute a normalised
colour histogram from those superpixels:
Hc =
1
|p|
∑
p
C(s(p)). (3.3)
The distribution of semantic attributes present in p is similarly computed but not normalised;
in the case of colour we are interested in the relative colour distribution over all points present,
whereas with semantic attributes we are interested in the total evidence for each semantic
category trained.
Qp =
∑
p
Q(s(p)). (3.4)
3.3.2 Background Shape Descriptor
Weak information encoding the spatial structure of scene background is implicitly captured
through the spatio-temporal distribution of SBG within cells. However this has been derived
from the centroids of super-pixels in an over-segmentation of the (often cluttered) background,
which typically does not offer a usable representation of spatial structure. We therefore
opt to encode an additional representation, computing the GF-HoG shape descriptor of Hu
et al. [102] over a ‘background panorama’ created by aligning video frames under homography
(via H) and blending using a temporal median filter.
GF-HoG constructs a smoothly varying gradient field, interpolated over sparse edge points
identified within the panorama using the Canny edge detector.
Given a binary mask of Canny edges M(x, y) the orientation of each edge pixel G(x, y)
may be obtained via arctan
(
δM
y ,
δM
x
)
. However this is defined only where M(x, y) 6= 0.
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A dense field GΩ is derived over the full image coordinate domain Ω ∈ <2 constrained by
G(p) = G(p),∀x,yM(p) 6= 0, which minimises the Laplacian energy term:
argmin
G
∫∫
Ω
(5G −G)2 s.t.G|δΩ = G|δΩ (3.5)
with a discrete solution obtained by solving Poisson’s equation with Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions [160]. This can be approximated using linear equations to 4G = 0 over a 3× 3 grid,
sampling the Laplacian of Gaussian operator:
4G(x, y) = − 1
piσ4
[
1− x2+y2
2σ2
]
e−
x2+y2
2σ2 (3.6)
Having obtained dense-field G the standard Histogram of Gradients (HoG) is computed local
to all points M(x, y) 6= 0 at three resolutions. A hard-assignment Bag of Visual Words
(BoVW) representation is used to reduce this set of HoG features to a k-dimensional frequency
histogram, normalised via tf-idf after Sivic et al. [198]. The codebook for the BoVW process is
computed over all HoG features sampled from the dataset, and a vocabulary size of k = 1500
was used following [102]. We write the resulting descriptor A(SBG).
3.4 Matching Query Sketches
We first outline how the query descriptor is extracted from the user-supplied sketch (sub-
sec. 3.4.1) and then how the descriptor is matched against the database of ingested video
(subsec. 3.4.2).
3.4.1 Construction of Query Descriptor
We employ a sketch parsing step similar to [52] to extract individual object shapes from the
sketch. The method results in a set of regions corresponding to the background and each
foreground object, with 2D trajectories across the canvas associated with the latter. Each
segmented region has a colour distribution and semantic label associated with it by the user.
We construct a spatio-temporal descriptor from the query sketch, to enable direct comparison
with the spatio-temporal descriptor of each video in the database, as follows.
We first synthesise the set of super-pixels S and feature points P from the sketched regions
corresponding to foreground objects. We assume that a sketched object progresses linearly
along its sketched trajectory, for the duration of the video, with the sketched position being
the start position. This yields an idealised position for the object any relative time in the
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video. When synthesising the position of the object, we use the coordinate mapping estab-
lished between the sketch canvas and (constant width) camera-compensated video space to
determine the region occupied by the object at each frame.
On this basis we synthesise a spatio-temporal representation of an ‘ideal’ video clip, generating
S,P progressively at each time instant in the ‘ideal’ clip. We cannot know the duration of
this ideal clip, however this does not matter and can be arbitrary as we subsequently compute
a descriptor (q×q×q) spatio-temporal quantisation over the ideal clip duration — extracting
a spatio-temporal descriptor as per (Sec. 3.3).
Background properties are extracted from colours, labels and shapes on the sketched back-
ground as per subsec. 3.3.2.
3.4.2 Linear Descriptor Matching
Given the common representation of the query and video spatio-temporal descriptors, match-
ing can be achieved trivially via Euclidean (L2) distance for each video descriptor in the
database. Independently computing distances between the semantic and colour components
(using the Euclidean and χ2 distances respectively) yields a performance gain of ∼ 10%. To
retain the efficiency of computing a single norm between query and video descriptors, we
borrow Arandjelovic and Zisserman’s [8] technique of square-rooting each bin value (here,
the colour histogram bins) to convert Euclidean distance within the colour sub-space to the
Hellinger distance.
Sub-spaces of the descriptor could be rescaled (re-weighted) to reflect user preference Uw for
one modality (e.g. semantics) over another (e.g. colour); however in results presented user
weights are set equally to Uw = 1.0 . Although this doesn’t reflect an equal weighting of
descriptor sub-spaces, it is seen to produce promising results.
3.4.3 Sub-linear Descriptor Matching
Linear search over video datasets of size < 1k using the descriptor can be performed in real-
time speeds, but with large datasets a matching process of complexity that scales sub-linearly
with dataset size is essential. Following previous Information Retrieval techniques we opt to
index our video descriptors using a kd-tree. The FLANN toolbox in OpenCV [232] is used in
our implementation, and each modality or ‘facet’ of the video descriptor (e. g. colour, shape,
etc.) is stored within a separate kd-tree.
At query time the forest of kd-trees are searched for the top N results. The top N results are
then intersected with each other to form a short-list of relevant clips that are finally ranked
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according to their distance as per subsec. 3.4.2. Producing a short-list for ranking relies upon
an intersection process that in turn relies on commonality among results. We found N = 350
yielded approximately 50 common results for the final ranking step.
3.5 Evaluation
We describe evaluation of the proposed algorithm as a stand-alone (i. e. single iteration)
retrieval system. The system is extended to incorporate iterative user-feedback via relevance
feedback in Sec. 3.6.
We first describe our evaluation dataset (subsec. 3.5.1) before exploring the accuracy-speed
trade-off within quantisation parameter q in subsec. 3.5.2. Performance is reported both in
terms of query time (subsec. 3.5.3) and retrieval accuracy (subsec. 3.5.4) in terms of mean
average precision (MAP) against our ground-truth.
3.5.1 TSF700 Dataset
The proposed system was evaluated over a dataset of 700 TV broadcast sports video clips
(TSF700), following earlier work by Hu et al. and Collomosse et al. who evaluated their
hybrid-SBVR systems over 500 and 298 such clips respectively. Hu et al.’s dataset was a
super-set of the sports content with Collomosse et al.’s TSF (Television Sports Footage)
dataset and was extended due to the consideration of semantic class in Hu et al.’s work. Our
TSF700 dataset is in turn a super-set of Hu et al. incorporating a greater number of semantic
object classes, namely: person, horse, car, grass, snow, road, stands (audience), tree, obstacle,
sand sky, and water. The duration of each clip is 4-10 seconds at 25fps with a mixture of low
resolution PAL (720x576) and HD (1920x1080) footage. Clips were selected that exhibited
motions similar to the quantisation of fig. 3.7b with expressive colour. The groundtruth was
derived through extending the groundtruth of Collomosse & Hu, to incorporate the extended:
10 classes, 16 motion directions and 10 colour palette. An overview is shown in Fig. 3.6.
For consistency in evaluation, a constant query-set comprising of 12 sketches covering 7
different object colour and 8 motion trajectories were produced. These are used throughout
the evaluation. In order to establish a quantitative benchmark for performance, a ground-
truth annotation was manually generated for the 700 clips and each of the queries. For
each clip, a note is made for each modality covered by our system. A note is made of the
dominant colours (closest query palette colours) and semantic labels associated with each
moving foreground object in the clip. The direction of motion of the object is encoded in a
quantised manner; linear motion in any of the 8 compass directions, or in 4 arced paths that
cover all motion types in TSF700 (Fig. 3.7).
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Figure 3.6 A collage illustrating content of the TSF700 evaluation dataset comprising one
keyframe from each of the 700 TV broadcast sports clips.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.7 (a) Query-set used to evaluate performance on TSF700. (b) Quantised motion
directions used to encode ground truth for quantitative evaluation of TSF700. (c) The query
colour palette.
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Figure 3.8 Performance of SBVR as space-time quantisation is varied in range q = [3, 10].
Significant decline in accuracy is observed beyond q = 6 with query times becoming unacceptable
(more than half a second) beyond q = 10.
Quantitative analysis of accuracy is performed by analysing the relevance of results using
the standard measures of Precision and Recall, from which a scalar representing absolute
performance (mean average precision; MAP) is derived. To determine the ground-truth
relevance of a result, it is compared against the ground-truth markup for the query being
run. A result will be defined as relevant for purposes of ground-truth, if the sets of colour
and semantic labels for a query are both subsets of (or equivalent to) the sets of colour and
semantic labels annotated to the result. The labels indicating motion direction on the cues
must also match exactly. This protocol matches that of Hu et al. whom we later compare
to [102]. The increasing combinatorial requirements for exactly matching each modality
considered illustrates the challenge of achieving a high MAP for multi-modal (hybrid) SBVR.
3.5.2 Evaluation of Quantisation Level
The quantisation level (q) of the space-time video descriptor is a compromise between granu-
larity of representation versus the query time. A high granularity results in a larger descriptor
increasing search time. Fig. 3.8 evaluates both the effect of varying descriptor size on perfor-
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mance in terms of precision (MAP), as well as the effect on query response time. Experiments
are run over the full query set, averaging over all 12 queries. Decimation of the space time
volume is varied between q = [3, 10] in unit increments.
Fig. 3.8 quantifies the trade-off identifying the best performing quantisation level in terms of
precision to be q = 4×4×4 for x, y, t with an MAP of 34% and query time of 0.08ms. Quan-
tisation levels between 4-6 give negligible difference in query performance with a variation of
1% MAP.
Given only minimal drop in accuracy for a modest gain in query-time speed we opt for a level
of q = 6 × 6 × 6. This constitutes a decrease of 1.2% MAP and time increase of 0.06s, just
before the turning point where MAP drops considerably as q increases. It also intuitive to
carry-forward a higher degree of granularity, where we later show how an increased precision
can be achieved through relevance feedback integration(Sec. 3.6).
3.5.3 Query-times
Continuing the analysis of retrieval time we compare our proposed index-based approach
to hybrid SBVR against prior approaches, which all adopt an optimisation (model fitting)
approach. For fairness of comparison we adopt a linear search, comparing each dataset record
to the query, rather than any sub-linear optimisation (e. g. via kd-tree). Both the trellis-
distance [100] and Markov Random Field (MRF) [102] approaches of Hu et al., and the
linear-dynamical-systems approach of Collomosse et al. [53] are compared using values given
in their papers extrapolated to single and 700-element dataset timings.
Method Proposed Collomosse [53] Hu-Trajectories [100] Hu-MRF [102]
Speed Per Clip (s) 0.0002 0.24 0.02-0.03 0.10684
Dataset Speed (s) 0.14 120 17.5 74
Table 3.1 Comparing query time of our proposed method under linear search vs. [53, 100, 102].
When using kd-tree our system is significantly faster still, searching the entire 700-clip dataset
in fractions of a millisecond.
Table 3.1 summaries the results at q = 6. The proposed system is three orders of magnitude
faster in comparison per clip than prior hybrid SBVR techniques taking on average 140ms to
linearly search the entire dataset. As indicated by the timings in Fig. 3.8 the system is four
orders of magnitude faster still when exploiting sub-linear complexity search via a kd-tree
and It can be made fractionally faster again by tweaking q = 4. This demonstrates potential
for significant scalability as dataset size increases.
As with prior approaches, the time taken to ingest a video is significantly larger than the
per-clip query time. It can take several minutes (typically under 10 minutes) to ingest a
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single video from TSF700 with our approach due to the large number of pre-processing steps
to stitch and extract features from each video frame. This is slow but aligned with prior
approaches that propose similar multi-stage pipelines for video pre-processing. In a future
cloud-based deployment scenario such times would be practical via distributed computing.
Subsec. 3.4.3 presented a technique to scale the system to achieve sublinear query time. We
evaluate varying N (the number of results returned from the forest of kd-trees), and the
effect upon the performance of the system in terms of query-time speed and number results
returned. Accuracy is not evaluated since the results returned do not vary from the linear
case already examined. Table 3.2 reports average results of 100 query sketches.
N 200 250 300 350 400
Results returned 6 16 29 51 82
Mean query time (s) 0.0029 0.0034 0.0042 0.0051 0.0059
Table 3.2 Investigating the effect of parameter N, comparing both the performance (speed) and
number of results returned at query-time. Setting N=350, query time is 27x faster than simple
linear search yet a sufficient number of results (∼ 50) are returned to the user for browsing.
3.5.4 Retrieval Accuracy
Fig. 3.9 quantifies the accuracy of the proposed system at q = 6 over the TSF700 dataset.
A mean average precision (MAP) of 35% is achieved using matching semantics shape and
motion cues alone – falling to 32% when colour is also incorporated. A similar small drop in
performance is reported in other hybrid SBVR systems [102] due to the increased difficulty
in accurately matching across all query modalities.
Fig. 3.10 illustrates representative queries of foreground objects and the corresponding top
5 clips returned. We observed that shapes augmented with motion cues alone are easier
to match. Queries containing the car semantic class were the most challenging, due to the
difficulty of the semantic segmentation algorithm (STF, subsec. 3.2.3) is identifying this class.
This is likely due to the reliance of STF on colour appearance which exhibits high intra-class
variation for this class. Nevertheless opting for this algorithm enables us to extract semantic
features in just under 1 second per frame, this constitutes a saving of over one week of time
on video ingestion for our 700 clip dataset and brings us in line with existing hybrid SBVR
approaches [100, 102].
For the purpose of comparison with the state of the art we align our ground-truth to the
more permissive methodology of Hu et al. [102] (matching identically on colour and motion
but on motion only in the 4 major compass directions). We compare using their 500 clip
dataset using 7 queries matching those in their paper. We achieve MAP of 30% versus their
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Figure 3.9 Precision-Recall curve characterising performance (accuracy) for the proposed hybrid
SBVR system.
reported 48%. Our accuracy is lower under this methodology, however our approach is 3
orders of magnitude faster per clip and can scale sub-linearly whereas [102] scales linearly
and comprises an expensive matching function that is already intractable for interactive
retrieval, taking over a minute for our dataset. We later discuss (Sec. 3.6) how our accuracy
can be raised beyond that of Hu et al. via relevance feedback whilst retaining the scalability
afforded by the lower query-time complexity [102].
Structural (shape) information is a novel modality not addressed extensively in SBIR but
omitted from previous hybrid SBVR systems [101, 102]. Fig. 3.11 demonstrate the results of
an representative query that depicts stylised background structure. We visualise the video
panorama generated for the best matching clip and overlay the query sketch for illustration.
3.6 Relevance Feedback
The significant performance benefits of an index-based matching approach for SBVR are
near-instantaneous full database search over hundreds of videos (Sec. 3.5). This raises the
opportunity of working with the user ‘in the loop’ to interactively refine results. After candi-
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Figure 3.10 Five representative hybrid SBVR queries and top 5 results: (a)-(c) specify semantics
and motion, (d)-(f) specify semantics, colour (as shown as keyword for clarity) and motion. Shape
is specified implicitly by the sketch in both. Relevant results in green, irrelevant in red.
Figure 3.11 Top: Query incorporating background, and top 5 ranked results; the first 2 ranked
results are relevant. Bottom: Video panorama depicting correctly retrieved object motion.
date results are presented via our initial matching process (subsec. 3.4.2), the user is invited to
label results indicating a few positive (relevant) and negative (irrelevant) examples. Results
are then re-ranked using this input; a process referred to as Relevance Feedback (RF).
In classical information retrieval, RF is implemented by training a linear SVM within the
descriptor space, using the relevant and irrelevant results labelled by the user. The distance
from the SVM decision boundary constitutes the re-ranking function. However unlike classical
contexts, our hybrid sketches exhibit multiple modalities (or ‘facets’; namely colour, shape,
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motion, semantics, and background structure) which under such formulation would imply
such a distance function to be dependent on some a priori specified weighting between the
various modalities.
We explore how RF can be applied over multiple feature types using an ensemble of classifiers,
one per facet. We then evaluate the updated system under the methodology of Sec. 3.5.
3.6.1 Classifier Ensemble based Relevance Feedback
Multiple Classifier Learning (MCL) is a popular approach in feature weight selection. The
approach works by training a classifier on an individual feature channel. For each channel
a singular Support Vector Machine (SVM) is trained using the sub-space of the descriptor
xi ∈n, i = 1, . . . , l and label vector y ∈l such that yi = {1,−1} where the traditional function
min
ω
1
2
ωTω + C
l∑
i=1
(max(0, 1− yiωTxi))2 (3.7)
is optimised. In the case of RF, each facet’s classifier is trained within the sub-space of our
spatio-temporal descriptor relevant to the facet; e. g. the colour components of our descriptor
form a sub-space in which the classifier for the colour facet is trained. Each facet’s classifier
takes the form of a linear SVM (Mi) trained using the marked-up relevant and irrelevant
results. A confidence weight Ci is assigned to each facet’s SVM, estimating the discriminative
power of that facet for the current query. For each facet, samples specified as positive or
negative become the training set X with their respective labels Y,∈ [−1, 1]. The trained
SVM Mi, then yields weight Ci as:
Ci = 1
n
j=1∑
j=n
 1 if sgn(S(Mi(Xj))) = Yj0 otherwise. (3.8)
Where S(.) normalises the kernel score using a sigmoid function:
S(Mi(Xj)) = 11+exp(Af+B) (3.9)
where A and B are optimised by a sigmoid fitting function using the method of Platt [167].
The position of a video in the re-ranked results is simply the product of each facet’s SVM
decision function S(Mi) and the confidence in that facet being discriminatory (useful) for
the query in hand, determined automatically Ci and via the user defined weighting Uwi of
Sec. 3.4.2.
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On each iteration of relevance feedback, the user-supplied relevant and irrelevant examples
augment the training set, andM are retrained. During evaluation we found that presentation
of only 10-15 results to be necessary to achieve significant improvement within a couple of
iterations of relevance feedback (Sec. 3.7.1).
3.7 Evaluation of Relevance Feedback
The number of results the user is asked to mark up as feedback at each iteration of RF
represents a trade-off. On the one hand, the greater the volume of mark-up captured each
iteration the more information we have to train subsequent iterations (hopefully leading to
closer alignment of results with user expectation). On the other hand, there are practical
limits to the utility of a system that requires significant volumes of user interaction over
several iterations.
We therefore explore the impact of varying the number of results presented (referred to here-
after as N) vs. the accuracy of the retrieval, for a fixed number of iterations (subsec. 3.7.1).
We then explore, for a fixed N , the impact of number of iterations on final accuracy, i. e. at
what point the presentation of additional RF iterations to the user has diminishing returns
(subsec. 3.7.2).
3.7.1 Number of user indications per RF iteration
Over a fixed number of RF iterations (4) we ask users to indicate whether a number N of
results are relevant or irrelevant. Different runs of the experiment are conducted for four
values N = {5, 10, 15, 20} capped on the basis that in practice few users will be prepared to
annotate more than 20 results per iteration.
For each experimental run we execute 12 searches using each sketch in our query set. The
MAP is evaluated as per Sec. 3.5 and reported in Fig. 3.12.
The MCL framework delivers increased accuracy (MAP) as N increases. Interestingly if
too few results are marked up, overall accuracy decreases due to the under-informed MCL
learning a model of relevance inconsistent with the user requirements. At least N = 10 results
must be marked up each iteration to reap consistent benefit from RF, with absolute MAP
increases of 10%, 17%, and 22% for N = 10, 15, 20 respectively over four iterations (with
N = 20 peaking at 24% at 3 iterations).
Note that at each iteration of training the MCL includes data points fed back from prior
iterations, so at iteration 4 the MCL would have 80 data points in the N = 20 configuration.
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Figure 3.12 Plotting retrieval accuracy vs. the number of relevant / irrelevant results marked
up by user per RF iteration (for up to 4 iterations).
Figure 3.13 Comparison of iterations for relevance feedback using Classifier Ensemble
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On our dataset of 700 clips, this may lead to over-training and the observed decline in MAP
at the final iteration for this configuration.
For subsequent evaluation of RF we opt for N = 15, providing a compromise between per-
formance gain over user load and the risk of over-training.
3.7.2 Accuracy gain due to Relevance Feedback
To characterise any improvements in accuracy due to RF, a precision-recall (P-R) curve was
plotted at each iteration of RF for N = 15 (Fig. 3.13). The curve is generated as per Sec. 3.5
using an average of all 12 sketches in the query-set with precision and recall computed over
the top 1-700 ranked images. Table 3.3 also records the MAP for the system with and without
consideration of colour when evaluating against the ground truth. As observed in evaluation
of the non-RF system (Sec. 3.5) the latter case is slightly easier and achieves a higher MAP,
confirming the observations of Hu et al. with respect to the challenges of multiple modalities.
Fig. 3.13 demonstrates the significant performance benefits achievable with just one iteration
of RF. A gradual improvement from 32% to 50% MAP is observed over 4 iterations of
feedback, for the full TSF700 dataset. In general only a couple of iterations are required
to significantly improve the precision of the top few tens of results, as indicated by the
shape change on the left of the P-R curve. Negligible performance gain is achieved between
iterations 3 and 4, indicating that further user feedback would not warrant the additional
user load beyond around 3-4 RF iterations.
The improvement over the top 10 results for the 4 iterations over a couple of representative
queries is illustrated in Fig. 3.14a, which depicts two of the more challenging queries. For
example, the query sketch containing the car was earlier highlighted (Fig. 3.10) as problematic
in the non-RF system, demonstrating that it is possible to overcome the challenges of a correct
semantic segmentation during pre-processing, recovering 4 in 5 correct results from an original
1 in 5 in this difficult case.
As in Sec. 3.5 we compare our RF based SBVR system to the state-of-the-art hybrid SBVR
system of Hu et al. [102] by adapting our definition of ground-truth and restricting our query
set to Hu et al.’s 500 clip dataset. Note that Hu et al. do not perform any RF.
Applying our RF approach yields 30.6%, 38.0%, 46.4%, 50.7%, and 52.8% for the pre-RF
and RF iterations 1,2,3, and 4 respectively on this dataset. We therefore exceed Hu et al.’s
reported MAP of 48% by ∼ 5% absolute MAP. Their MAP is exceeded after 3 RF iterations.
Over TSF700 dataset for one iteration of RF the system takes 0.2 seconds for the results
to update, based on the MCL method. A more appropriate measure of retrieval time is a
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product of the RF iteration count with the sum of user-interaction time and the retrieval time
of the non-RF based system (reported in Sec. 3.5.3). Interaction time varies highly among
user or user task. Although some results can easily be discounted, based on representative
thumbnails shown the user, e. g. colour of object, for ambiguous clips it can be required to play
the clip, which leads to a significantly increased cumulative retrieval time. User interaction
time could be improved by alternative clips representation, e. g. video summarisation.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.14 Representative results for two queries in the test set, visualising the top 10 results
over four iterations of RF (relevant results in green, irrelevant in red). Significant precision
improvement is shown within the top 10 using MCL based RF, with just a few user interactions.
Original Iter. 1 Iter. 2 Iter. 3 Iter. 4
All Modalities 32.1% 42.3% 45.5% 49.3% 49.7%
Without Colour 35.0% 33.5% 42.9% 50.8% 54.4%
Table 3.3 Mean average precision (MAP) of the SBVR system with RF over TSF700, averaged
over the full (12) query set. MAP has been computed with and without consideration of colour
correctness in the ground-truth enabling comparison with [102].
Original Iter. 1 Iter. 2 Iter. 3 Iter. 4
Hu [102] 48.0% * * * *
Proposed 30.6% 38.0% 46.4% 50.7% 52.8%
Table 3.4 Comparison to Hu et al. [102] via MAP using their 500 clip dataset and evaluation
methodology.
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3.8 Conclusion
We have proposed a novel descriptor for indexing video for sketch-based video retrieval
(SBVR). The descriptor encodes the colour, shape, motion, and semantic class of foreground
objects as well as shape in the scene background. We have applied this descriptor to build a
novel SBVR system accepting query sketches that encode information in these modalities; a
so called ‘hybrid’ SBVR system. In doing so we have advanced the state of the art in hybrid
SBVR in two main ways:
1. Constructing the first index-based hybrid SBVR system. Prior hybrid SBVR
work adopts a model-fitting approach to search, fitting the sketch to evidence in each clip
within the dataset. By extracting video descriptors from clips and the query sketches
and comparing these using a standard distance measure (e. g. L2 norm) we can search
a dataset containing several hundred videos in milliseconds, rather than in minutes.
Furthermore using scalable index representations such as kd-tree we achieve the same
in fractions of a millisecond (0.008ms for 700 clips). Such representations scale sub-
linearly with dataset size and so are prima facie more scalable than the linear searches
adopted by model-fitting approaches.
2. Applying relevance-feedback (RF) to SBVR for the first time. The real-time
retrieval speeds delivered by (1) enable RF to be applied to hybrid SBVR for the
first time (and more generally to SBVR for the first time). This enables user-in-the-
loop refinement of search results, leading to near-doubling of MAP from 32% (without
RF) to 50% (with RF); the latter representing the highest MAP recorded to date for
hybrid SBVR over the largest dataset so far considered (700 videos). User refinement is
important for hybrid SBVR because the relative importance (weightings) between the
different modalities: colour, semantic class, motion, etc. are not encoded within the
sketch.
A secondary contribution of this work is the development of the TSF700 dataset; a super-set
of the current largest SBVR dataset due to Hu et al. comprising 500 videos.1.
We compared our approach to the current state of the art in hybrid SBVR due to Hu
et al. [102] who report 48% MAP over their dataset. We achieved a MAP of 30.6% without
RF, but exceed their MAP at 50.7% after 3 RF iterations. We achieve up to 52.8% MAP
with 4 iterations. In all cases our retrieval system operates instantaneously, whereas Hu et al.
report several minutes to perform the retrieval which is not scalable or practical for most use
cases. Although placing the user-in-the-loop with RF provides an advantage over a purely
1This data has been released publicly at http://cvssp.org/projects/sketch/cvmp14
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automated approach, with hybrid SBVR it is desirable to do so to help overcome ambiguities
in depiction and priority of modalities within the sketch. Our experiments also confirmed Hu
et al.’s observation that maintaining high MAP scores as additional modalities are added to
the system becomes more challenging.
3.8.1 Future Work
One issue raised during this study is the role of shape. Our system implicitly encodes and
matches on object shape as one of several modalities in the sketch, yet within our evaluation
methodology we do not consider it when quantifying performance against the ground-truth.
The descriptor implicitly averages any shape variation present over the duration of the se-
quence — an approach that seems intuitive since (in the work of this Chapter) only a single
sketch of the object may be provided as a query. Consequently any intra-class variation would
need to be quite pronounced, which is atypical in the case of people, horses, and racing cars
within TSF700 where any such variation is dwarfed by changes in shape e. g. due to the gallop
of the horse, or orientation of a person on a snowboard. Indeed quantifying the similarity
in shape within any video (representing an integration of shape information over time) ver-
sus a sketched query (representing a single instant in time) is both challenging to automate
and highly subjective. This problem would be further exacerbated when considering general
video ‘in the wild’. We return to the issue of shape directly in subsequent chapters where
we specialise our problem domain to video of dance performance, containing a single class of
object (person) but exhibiting considerable variation in shape (pose) and in motion.
It is likely that a more robust method for extracting semantic features from the video would
lead to higher MAP, as some queries (especially those containing cars) tended to produce
lower accuracy results due to mislabelling of pixels in this semantic class. The STF method
implemented was chosen for speed and simplicity, and is not representative of the state of the
art. More sophisticated methods would slow video ingestion, but could enhance performance
through classification of the video at the super-pixel level, or through consideration of cues
other than colour. Labelling could also be propagated over time to improve temporal consis-
tency. Due to the focus of this work on SBVR we treat this as a component of the pipeline,
an easily substitutable black-box process.
MCL is just one of many feature selection methods that could have been explored for RF. The
process of training and testing using the multiple classifiers often comes at high computational
cost, yet despite these issues it may be worthwhile to explore Multiple Kernel Learning
approaches as an alternative. The combination of kernels encoding the multiple facets into
a singular classifier could simplify re-ranking of results since the ranking is then based on a
singular distance from decision boundary.

Chapter 4
Sketch based Pose Retrieval and
Estimation
This Chapter presents an algorithm for searching videos of dance performance for instances
of a given human pose. The desired pose is specified using a free-hand sketch, which is parsed
into a feature descriptor encoding skeletal joint angles. The skeletal descriptor is matched
against image descriptors extracted from a video by analysing bounding boxes containing
detected performers within each frame. To facilitate this matching, a mapping is learned
between the manifold of likely poses occurring in both the skeletal and image descriptor
spaces. The mapping is derived from geodesic distance defined over piece-wise linear models
of the manifolds and is learned by training the system with sketches of exemplar poses sampled
from a training video. To enable the visual search to generalise well over multiple videos,
domain adaptation is used to transfer global statistics of the image descriptor manifolds
occurring in the training and test videos.
4.1 Introduction
Video repositories are dominated by footage of people, documenting the events or perfor-
mances to which they contributed. However, very little existing SBVR work tackles the issue
of retrieving video content in which people are the primary subject. Prior work studying
112 free-hand sketch depictions of 10 video events drawn by 14 individuals reported that
people were represented as pictograms (stick-men) 84% of the time, with exceptions being
portrait close-ups [52]. That initial user study indicated the shape of a person in the video
to be frequently depicted by the pose of the stick-man. Although an SBVR system was not
an outcome of that work, it indicates the potential for an SBVR system that exploits pose
information within sketched stick figures.
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The previous Chapter proposed a coarse representation for capturing intra-class shape varia-
tion in general video (spatio-temporal occupancy within a video volume). That approach was
capable of discriminating intra-class shape variation averaged over the duration of the clip.
In this chapter we focus specifically on the issue of shape, proposing a per-frame (rather than
per-clip) approach to visual search that enables more granular localisation of particular time
instants (frames) within one or more videos containing the sketched shape. Recognising that
people are frequently the subject of video, we focus on the specific problem of human pose
search using sketch. The semantic gap in this context is particularly challenging, given the
significant difference in appearance between a person in real video and the stylised depiction
of a human as a stick-man in the query sketch.
We have focused on the domain of contemporary dance, given the rich variations in human
pose expressed within videos of dance performance. Such a focus is timely as the performing
arts are increasingly turning to digital archives for online dissemination of videos containing
performances of historic note. Dance in particular has launched several major online archives
of historic dance footage, including the EU GAMA and Digital Dance Archives (DDA). The
latter hosts several collections curated within the UK National Resource Centre for Dance
(NRCD) at Surrey, providing a convenient dataset for our research. As with most online
video repositories, search technologies within these archives are predominantly text-based
and focus on archival metadata rather than the visual content (i. e. the choreography) itself.
Sketch based pose search has not been previously investigated for SBIR/SBVR, however ini-
tial investigation of the pose search problem for video-realistic query has been undertaken
within the wider field of Computer Vision [74, 109]. Such ‘Pose Search’ systems explicitly
perform human pose estimation (HPE), either making an inference of the skeletal joint angles
directly from an image (‘hard’ estimation [172]), or labelling pixels in an image with a prob-
ability vector representing the confidence that the pixel belongs to a particular limb (’soft’
estimation [74]). This inferred data forms a pose descriptor for matching during the search.
Explicit HPE on general imagery ‘in the wild’ remains an open research challenge, and current
approaches operate only with reasonable precision under constrained conditions. In partic-
ular leading hard HPE approaches operate reliably only in upright postures, making them
unsuitable for dance and many sports. Soft HPE carries a high computational overhead due
to the need to match over multiple channels (body part probability distributions estimated
independently). Both classes of technique require high-resolution and relatively low-noise
imagery to yield a robust pose estimate. By contrast, much of the dance video used within
our work is low-resolution archival footage exhibiting contrast bleaching, motion blur and
ghosting due to poor or varying illumination during capture, and multiple transfers between
analogue and digital media over the years. Frequently footage is shot with a hand-held static
camera, zoomed out from the performance to capture the entire stage. Consequently perform-
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ers are infrequently more than 100 pixels high, and out of focus with limited textural detail
available for feature extraction. In short, the use of HPE on such footage is inappropriate
(also reported in [174]) motivating an alternative basis for pose search.
4.1.1 Dataset of Archival Dance Footage
We discuss and evaluate the algorithm proposed in this Chapter using a dataset comprising
four videos of contemporary dance, using both low and high fidelity footage, licensed for
research purposes from the UK National Research Centre for Dance (NRCD). Videos were
selected based on having a singular performer, with no props within the sequence. Using this
criteria a set of low and high fidelity videos were identified. Although more clips may satisfy
this criteria within the NRCD archive, the selected clips exhibit a wide variety of pose, with
varying visual characteristics to contend with.
For low fidelity footage we use archival performances of “Blueprint” and “Three Dances”
(ThreeD) from the 1970s Extemporary Dance theatre collection, available within the Digital
Dance Archives (DDA) repository. Both performances are digitised from footage originally
shot on Cinefilm at 25fps, of duration 5:18 and 2:49 minutes respectively. The footage is PAL
(720×576) resolution. Challenging features of this footage are its grainy, low contrast nature
and heavy motion blur.
Our samples of higher fidelity footage, are “Autumn” and “Expressive” from the Natural
Movement series within the Extemporary Dance Theatre collection. These are sourced from
a MPEG4 video of the dance performances, shot digitally at 25fps, of duration 2:05 and 6:40
respectively. The video resolutions are PAL and HD (1920× 1080) respectively.
All videos were encoded as interlaced footage. A sample of frames is shown in Fig. 4.1, high-
lighting the challenges present in the footage including background noise, lighting, motion
blur and camera motion. In this work Blueprint is used as a training video, therefore per-
forming preliminary evaluations on this clip. In Sec 4.4.1, Blueprint is additionally used to
provide the correspondence between Sketch descriptors and Image descriptors for the mani-
fold retrieval.
The pose search algorithm proposed within this Chapter is driven by supervised machine-
learning, requiring an a priori manual training step. In our work a few hundred frames from
the performance of Blueprint are used for training, with the remaining frames from Blueprint
and the three other videos used as test data.
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Figure 4.1 Example frames from our dance video dataset demonstrating soft edges, lighting,
camera motion and other artefacts present in this challenging footage.
4.1.2 Overview and contributions
The core contribution of this Chapter is the first SBVR system for pose search, driven by
sketched ‘stick-men’ that depict the target pose to be located within the video dataset. The
key technical contributions are:
1. Pose search via a learned mapping between sketch space and image space.
We propose two descriptors, extracted from a free-hand sketch and a video frame respec-
tively. We describe a supervised training method for constructing a manifold within
each descriptor space describing the plausible space of human pose. We establish a
mapping between the two using the training data, enabling matching of a sketched
pose to video and thus pose search.
2. Domain adaptation for multi-video search. Since the manifold of plausible human
poses can vary significantly between videos, a refined approach enabling the mapping of
one video manifold to another is proposed to enhance retrieval accuracy. An auxiliary
method based on HPE is used to automatically establish correspondence between the
manifolds. The correspondence exploits video temporal coherence to ensure robustness
to the high error rate typical of HPE over archival video footage.
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4.2 Video Description
We begin by considering the design of a descriptor that implicitly captures the shape (full
body pose) of performers within each video frame.
Since performers in our dataset are typically devoid of any rich texture information, ap-
pearance based methods e. g. based on gradient features typically fail to detect any useful
signal within the raw frame containing the person. We therefore employ a salience measure
that fuses several visual cues to extract the silhouettes of any performers present within the
frame (Sec. 4.2.1). The resulting set of bounding boxes, each containing a silhouette, form
the document set indexed by our SBVR system. A shape descriptor is computed from each
bounding box (document) to construct this index (Sec. 4.2.2).
4.2.1 Silhouette Extraction
Although performers appear distinct in low resolution footage, the presence of soft edges and
changing intensity gradients from stage illumination precludes the use of simple heuristics
to produce the silhouette (such as background subtraction or colour models) that may suc-
ceed on higher resolution, comparatively noise-free footage. To adequately handle diverse,
general footage we propose a machine learning approach that adapts to the appearance char-
acteristics of the footage. The adaptive approach is presented in fig. 4.2. In the case of
high-resolution footage e. g. “Expressive” the approach adapts for efficiency, using GMM
based approach [118] as avoiding the expensive texton computation over large frame sizes.
We outline the learning of the texture based appearance model (sec. 4.2.1) and the application
(sec. 4.2.1).
Learning Performer Appearance
For each low resolution video clip, we learn an appearance model for texture likely to represent
the performer. We apply a bank of Gaussian filters to all frames, to collect Texton features
(c.f. Sec. 3.2.3) and perform coarse vector quantisation of this feature space using k−means
clustering (k = 100). Each pixel is thus assigned to one of k codewords, and a texton
descriptor can be computed as the normalised histogram of codeword occurrence within a
given spatial window.
We train a support vector machine (SVM) with positive and negative examples of performer
texture from the clip. The features used to train the SVM are Textons computed within
10× 10 windows from areas likely to be, and not to be, the performer.
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Figure 4.2 Adaptive approach for High and Low quality footage. For low quality: Source Image
(a) drives (b-d) where a Graph cut (e) combines saliency (b), texture (c) and motion (d) to form
the unary term, with the standard pair-wise [27] term yielding a silhouette. For high quality:
Frame-to-Frame Motion cues (b) are combined with GMM classification cues to form the unary
terms Graph cut (d). Both approaches result in a HoG descriptor from the silhouette, computed
per cell of a 2× 2 grid.
To obtain the training examples we apply an adaptive threshold to an Itti and Koch image
saliency field [90] to extract an approximate silhouette of the performer in each frame. As
positive training candidates we identify the largest connected component produced during
the saliency thresholding.
On the assumption that the majority of such regions gathered over the video will mostly be
the performer, the collection of candidate regions is culled by removing outliers regions that
exhibit unusual boundary shapes (i. e. significantly differing from the average of the candidate
set). This is measured by examining an Eigenmodel of Fourier Descriptors computed from
the contours and identifying outliers using the Mahalanobis distance.
Negative training candidates are sampled at random from the remaining region of each frame.
A balanced number of positive and negative training examples are used to train the appear-
ance (Texton) SVM.
Applying the Learned Model
Given the trained SVM, we extract the silhouette from a frame by predicting the probability
of each pixel being foreground (performer) or background using its local Texton descriptor.
We enhance the spatial coherence of this probability map by using a binary graph-cut [27],
with the probabilities forming the unary (data) term and a standard edge preserving pair-wise
term commonly used in image segmentation algorithms, e. g. GrabCut [177].
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Texture alone can be insufficient to discriminate the performer from background in overex-
posed footage. We therefore extend the unary term to incorporate the probability of the
object being in the foreground, which we obtain simply by differencing neighbouring frames.
4.2.2 Implicit Pose from Silhouette
Work on human pose estimation (HPE) by Eichner et al. [65] has resulted in descriptors for
pose search, using either ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ representations of explicit pose. Hard representation
refers to the direct estimation of joint angles and the use of these to form a pose descriptor.
Soft representation refers to a per-pixel probability vector being estimated over the image,
encoding the likelihood of each class of limb being present. A pose descriptor is then formed
by spatially grouping probabilities. This approach struggles with low resolution footage or
complex poses [174].
Ren et al. [174] use a combination of spatial pyramids and the self similarity descriptor [188] to
describe the performer, with a combination of topic modelling (LDA) and vector quantisation
used to form visual sentences. The visual sentence descriptor does not explicitly estimate
pose, but implicitly encodes pose information within a bounding box. Unfortunately the
approach is not applicable to the challenging archival footage we process, as there is limited
texture within the performer from which to compute the self-similarity descriptor.
Our technique is most closely aligned with the Visual Puppetry technique of Brand et al. [28]
who seek to obtain a pose descriptor from a binary silhouette. Brand et al. used Central
Zernike moments computed over a bounding box.
We evaluated Zernike moments and three other promising approaches to identify a suitable
candidate for our implicit pose descriptor. All descriptors are computed over the bounding
box surrounding the performer (i.e. of the extracted silhouette).
Zernike Moments
2D Statistical moments are frequently used to describe shape in object and shape
recognition. Zernike moments are an affine invariant form of moment. We extract and
normalise the 16-dimensional descriptor as per [28].
Gridded Zernike Moments
In the spirit of spatial pyramid kernel (SPK) that computes descriptors within a spatial
grid, and concatenates these to form a descriptor, we explore the same for Zernike
moments. A 2 × 2 grid is used in our implementation, yielding four localised Zernike
moments that are concatenated to form a 64-dimensional descriptor. The use of gridded
descriptor removes the rotational and translational invariance of the descriptor, which
may be desirable given the expressivity of pose in dance.
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Gridded Histogram of Gradients (HoG)
Computing HoG is a common approach for Shape recognition, but descriptors are often
densely sampled within the region of interest at a high cost in terms of dimensionality.
Therefore a simplified version is used wherein a 2×2 grid is centred upon the bounding
box and a histogram computed independently within each cell, using 8 angular bins per
cell and resulting in a 32-dimensional shape descriptor.
Fourier transform descriptor
The Fourier Descriptor is a very common approach for shape representation. The
spectral distribution of a periodic signal obtained by iterating along the perimeter of
the silhouette is used to form a 16-dimensional descriptor.
In a preliminary study some additional descriptors were explored including Image PCA,
Central Moments, Geometric Descriptor, GF-HOG [102] and Visual Sentences [174]. These
were disregarded for either low performance or high computational complexity.
4.2.3 Selection of Implict Pose Descriptor
To identify the most appropriate of the four descriptors to use in our system, a quantitative
comparison was undertaken.
A set of n = 15 frames were selected manually from the training video “Blueprint” as a
query set, covering representative poses in the sequence. To evaluate the performance of a
particular descriptor, we first computed that descriptor over all 7962 frames in the Blueprint
sequences (including the query frames). An k-NN clustering was then performed in the
descriptor space using the n query frames as the mean. A Precision@50 (i.e. precision of
the 50 closest points) was computed for each of the n clusters by manually deciding on the
relevance of each clustered pose by inspection. Higher precisions imply a more consistent and
semantically aligned descriptor.
To determine the relevance of a returned result we adopt Eichner et al.’s criteria [65], now
regarded as the de facto standard in evaluating HPE systems. Specifically, given a ground-
truth position of a limb (specified by it’s endpoints) the detected limb position must lie within
half the limb’s length from the ground truth position. We use this criterion for all evaluations
of our sketch based pose retrieval work.
Fig. 4.3 presents the results averaged over the n frame query-set. The MAP values for the
other descriptors are 52%, 62%, 77%, 42% for Zernike moments, Gridded Zernike Moments,
Gridded HoG, Fourier Descriptor, respectively. Gridded HoG is the best performer by a
margin of ∼ 15% and is therefore adopted for our system.
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Figure 4.3 Precision @K comparison for forms of Zernike, HoG and Fourier descriptors
4.3 Sketch Description
Our system accepts a free-hand sketched stick-man as input, that we wish to represent as a
concise pose descriptor. Describing a pose in terms of a loose collection of sketches strokes
can be difficult as stroke order and shape could vary for a given pose. To overcome this issue
we parse the sketched strokes into a stick-figure, and encode the angles between limbs within
our sketched pose descriptor. The stick-figure is displayed back to the user after parsing to
allow them to verify and manipulate the joint angles.
4.3.1 Pictogram Parsing
Our web-based interface accepts a sequence of free-hand sketched strokes as a query. We use
a set of heuristics to label strokes to the components of a canonical stick-man.
Although stick-men are conceptually simple pictographic representations, when used to rep-
resent dance poses, we can end up with complex drawings like those shown in Fig. 4.4, where
arms or legs cross, or where both limbs are on the same side of the body. In addition to the
complexity of the poses, there is also the way users draw a stick-man. For instance, not all
users draw the head. Some draw the neck, the torso and one leg using a single stroke, or the
two limbs with a single stroke. In some cases the limbs intersect the torso, while in others
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4 Representative output of the skeleton-from-sketch parsing step (Sec. 4.3.1). With
(a) successful parsed and (b) failure cases. Each showing different sketched poses and the corre-
sponding skeleton with limbs donated by green and red for left and right respectively. Despite
stroke inter-occlusion and pose complexity our approach is able to recover an articulated skeleton
in many challenging cases.
they do not. A few of these cases are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Furthermore users’ depictive
ability is quite variable and very often poor.
The arbitrary ordering of strokes makes Markov Model approaches (e. g. [185]) ineffective at
this parsing task. Our approach is able to take free-hand drawings of stick-men without re-
quiring: stroke order; multiple strokes for body parts (lower/upper arm); stroke intersection.
The only assumption is that a component of the skeleton cannot be drawn using two (or
more) strokes. For instance, we cannot draw the upper arm and then the forearm using two
strokes.
Sketches consist of a multitude of 2D points often very closely placed, and which sometimes
overlap, especially when the user draws slowly. To eliminate this excessive number of points,
and reduce noise, our algorithm starts by eliminating points from the sketch that are too
close (in our case 5 pixels).
Since our sketches are composed mainly by straight lines and/or two straight line segments
(e.g. a bent arm), we further simplify based on the angle defined by three temporally consecu-
tive points. Under this simplification the middle 2D point is eliminated in order to straighten
lines and reduce point count. We also tried the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [64] to simplify,
but for our case this simplistic algorithm produced better results.
After simplification, we check if any of the strokes that compose the stick-man is the head.
We do that by finding the stroke that is most similar to a circle or an ellipse. If we identify
any, that stroke is removed from the list of strokes and the position of the head is noted.
The next step is to find the stroke that corresponds to the torso of the skeleton. To do that
we use a voting system composed by the following features: size of the stroke; number of
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intersections; position of the centre of mass; similarity to a straight line and closeness to the
extreme points of the other strokes. The stroke that receives more votes is considered the
torso stroke and is removed from the list of strokes, with the position of the torso noted.
After identifying the torso, we compute the intersections of the other strokes with it. When
we have more than one intersection, we always choose the one that is closer to the top of the
torso. If the strokes do not intersect the torso, we extend them until they intersect. With all
the intersections identified, we have a list of potential arms and legs. From each of these lists
we select the two biggest lines as limbs and we unify the shoulders and the waist to identify
the common point for the arms and the legs, respectively. The final step is to identify the
sides for each limb, by checking the position of the elbow/knee relatively to the torso. When
both limbs are in the same side of the torso, we verify which is more to the right (from the
user point of view) and consider it he right limb.
The user is able to manipulate the left-right orientation of the stick-man (e.g. whether the
figure faces toward or away) as this information is absent in the sketch.
At the end of the parsing process, we have a semantic skeleton, where we know exactly how
each stick-man component is defined both in terms of geometry and limb label. This provides
us with the rich information necessary for computing a descriptor to describe and compare
skeletons of dance poses.
4.3.2 Pose Descriptor from Articulated Skeleton
The joint angles of the articulated skeleton parsed from the query sketch are used to form
the sketch (query) descriptor.
With the advent of Kinect, a number of recent works have explored pose retrieval using joint
angle based descriptors. The majority of these are 3D based and commonly using quaternions
to describe the properties of a joint. Jammalamadaka et al. [109] proposed a skeletal front-
end to Eichner et al.’s 2D Pose Search system, using a descriptor concatenating the sine and
cosine of each joint angle, so avoiding the discontinuity at {0, 2pi}.
Our 2D articulation is defined in a standard manner with the torso as a root node, attached
to upper-limbs, head and lower-limbs which are in turn attached to the extremities. Given a
set of 10 absolute joint angles in the articulated skeleton (i. e. the angle of each component to
the vertical) {ψ0, ψ1, ..., ψ9}, and 10 relative joint angle {θ0, θ1, ..., θ9} i. e. the angle between
a joint and its parent. In contrast to Jammalamadaka et al., we explored the inclusion of the
torso i = 0 orientation to the vertical, (i. e. θ0 = ψ0). Various approaches to the encoding
joint angles within our pose descriptor are explored.
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Writing our skeletal pose descriptor S =
[
vT0 v
T
1 ...v
T
9
]
the various possible encodings for vi,
with varying range of i were explored as follows:
Method 1: Sine Absolute Angle (’Sin’)
vi = sin(ψi), 0 ≤ i ≤ 9 (4.1)
Method 2: Cosine Absolute Angle (’Cos’)
vi = cos(ψi), 0 ≤ i ≤ 9 (4.2)
Method 3: Jammalamadaka et al. [109] (’CosSin’)
vi =
[
cos(ψi)
sin(ψi)
]
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 9 (4.3)
Method 4: Sine Relative Angle (’JointSin’)
vi = sin(θi), 1 ≤ i ≤ 9 (4.4)
Method 5: Sine Relative Angle (’JointSinExt’)
vi = sin(θi), 0 ≤ i ≤ 9 (4.5)
Method 6: Cosine Relative Angle (’JointCos’)
vi = cos(θi), 1 ≤ i ≤ 9 (4.6)
Method 7: Cosine Relative Angle (’JointCosExt’)
vi = cos(θi), 0 ≤ i ≤ 9 (4.7)
Method 8: Relative (Modified) Jammalamadaka et al. [109] (’JointCosSin’)
vi =
[
cos(θi)
sin(θi)
]
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 9 (4.8)
Method 9: Relative (Modified and extended) Jammalamadaka et al. [109]
(’JointCosSinExt’)
vi =
[
cos(θi)
sin(θi)
]
, 0 ≤ i ≤ 9 (4.9)
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Figure 4.5 Comparative evaluation of 8 methods for encoding the skeletal pose descriptor.
Precision@k (k = [1, 10]) comparison indicates the superiority of finite difference methods over
the alternatives including prior approach of Jammalamadaka et al. [109].
4.3.3 Comparative Evaluation of Pose Descriptor
The nine competing candidates for vi (eq. 4.1-4.9) are evaluated using a set of 230 poses from
the Blueprint video. A skeleton is manually sketched (and parsed) for each of the 230 poses
using the video frame as the user’s visual guide. These poses are selected manually to be
diverse and representative of poses likely to be encountered in dance video.
Similar to the video descriptor methodology for comparison outlined in subsec. 4.2.3 we treat
a sub-set of these poses as queries (12 queries) and run a nearest-neighbour assignment using
Euclidean distance against all 230 poses encoded via a given candidate method. The resulting
rankings are interpreted manually as the results of a retrieval tasks — the top 10 ranking
poses are scored relevant or irrelevant enabling the computation of the Precision@k score (for
k = [1, 10]).
Fig. 4.5 summarises the Precision@k scores for all nine candidates. Our results reflect the
results of Jammalamadaka et al. [109] that claimed superiority of CosSin over Sin or Cos
encoding. However we note that significant benefits can be gained considering the relative
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angles of joints and also the inclusion of the torso θ0 = ψ0. We adopt candidate 9 (eq. 4.9)
over the alternatives, based on the performance benefits indicated by this comparison.
4.4 Sketch based Pose Retrieval
We learn a non-parametric mapping between the query space (S) and pose descriptor space
(D), using a set of around 230 manually marked up training poses. Valid poses lie upon
manifolds in both spaces, each of which is sampled by the training process (Sec. 4.4.1). A
graph-based strategy is used to compute similarity between a query and candidate video
frame (pose) by approximating geodesic distance in piecewise-linear across these manifolds
(Sec. 4.4.2). This similarity score is used to rank each video frame in the database for
relevance to a given query, underpinning both our pose retrieval (Sec 4.4.3).
4.4.1 Manifold construction
The Quality Thresholding (QT) clustering algorithm [94] (outlined in alg. 1) is used to identify
the set of training poses from training footage by clustering data points (frames) within our
descriptor space (Sec. 4.2.2). QT recursively prunes data points from the space exhibiting the
greatest number of neighbours within a threshold distance, and suggesting these as cluster
centres. In our experiments the result is a set of around 230 diverse poses (from ∼4500
frames) sampled from the performance ‘Blueprint’ (c.1978).
The training pose descriptors lie upon a non-linear manifold of valid poses within D ∈ <32,
which we model in piecewise linear fashion by building a graph (G) in which training poses
are nodes (denoted ns) such that G = {ns}. Connectivity is defined via undirected edges,
connecting each node to up to the N other closest nodes in the Euclidean neighbourhood
(and falling within an upper distance threshold T ). In practice we use N = 10. The weight
between two training nodes w(ns 7→ nt) on each edge are proportional to the Euclidean
distance between the nodes connected.
w(ns 7→ nt) =
{
1− exp(|ns − nt|2) if |ns − nt| < T ;
0 otherwise.
(4.10)
where |.| yields the Euclidean distance between training pose descriptors. Assessing the
similarity of two video poses on the manifold is now a matter of computing the shortest path
between two nodes (see sec. 4.4.2).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6 Manifold mapping underpinning our retrieval system. (a) manifold construction.
Training poses (green) are manually marked up creating sparse correspondence between S and
D. The search graph is constructed across training points in D to approximate the manifold.
Additional points (red) are added to D from each video frame in dataset. ‘Confident’ frames
(section 4.4.1) connect up to N training nodes (e.g. x2), ‘unconfident’ frames (e.g. x1,3,4) connect
to the nearest training node. (b) Query processing. A query nq is initially matched to find the
closest training sketch ns. The corresponding training pose nd is used to compute geodesic
distance (magenta) to each item in the dataset xi.
Due to the noisy nature of the footage, invalid silhouettes may give rise to invalid pose
descriptors off the manifold. It is undesirable to permit such data points to make larges
changes in the topography of G. We categorise frames as being either “confident” (nc) or
“unconfident” (nu) by checking the covariance of their pose descriptors within a temporally
local window in the video. Limited determinant of the covariance indicates a stable set of
descriptors over time, which we assume implies a frame is nc otherwise nu. We expand the
graph to G = {ns, nc, nu} via the process outlined above, but limit N to 1 when admitting
nu to G as illustrated in Figure 4.10a. The geodesic distance across the manifold for any two
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Algorithm 1 Quality Threshold Clustering
1: procedure QTCluster(d1, . . . , dN ,thresh)
2: C← []
3: if ‖d‖ < 1 then
4: return
5: end if
6: for n = 1 to N do
7: flag ← TRUE
8: Ai ← i
9: while (flag = TRUE)and(Ai 6= D) do
10: find J ∈ (G−Ai)
11: if diameter(Ai ∪A{j}) > thresh then
12: flag ← FALSE
13: else
14: Ai ← Ai ∪ {j}
15: end if
16: end while
17: end for
18: return C
19: end procedure
poses in the dataset is now approximated by a shortest-path computation over G.
4.4.2 Learning Mapping S ↔ D
We learn a mapping between S and D as a one-off process using the set of training poses
identified in sec. 4.4.1. We manually annotate each pose with a sketch, from which the joint
angles are obtained via section 4.3. This yields a mapping s 7→ d ∈ {S,D} for each training
pose. From this sparse mapping we are able to make a number of inferences at query-time
facilitating sketch based pose retrieval.
First, for any provided query sketch (q ∈ S) we can compute the similarity between that
sketch and any of the training sketches. The closest training sketch to q (denoted hereafter
s) is identified, and the probability of similarity in space S modelled using a Gaussian distance
function:
p(s|q) ∝ exp− |q − s|
2
2σ
. (4.11)
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Second, for any training sketch (e.g. s) we know s 7→ d and so know the corresponding node
in G (denoted nd). We may thus compute the shortest path across G to any other node
i.e. video frame in our database. The product of the weights along the path between nodes
is normalised similar to eq. 4.11, but where the distance between s and d is the geodesic
distance. So the normalised probability of frame nd and an arbitrary frame nx being similar
are:
p(nx|nd) =
∏
{a,b}∈G
1− p(na|nb). (4.12)
as a product where na and nb are pairs of adjacent nodes on the shortest path. In practice
the product of weights along the shortest path can be obtained using Dijkstra’s algorithm
over a set of log-weighted edges.
4.4.3 Matching a sketched pose to a video frame
Combining equations 4.11 and 4.12 we compute the conditional probability of any video frame
in our database (nx) being similar to our query (q) as:
p(nx|q) = p(s|q)p(nd|nx). (4.13)
where p(nd|nx) ∝ p(d)p(nx|nd) by Bayes’ rule, and we assume a uniform prior p(d) over
all training frames. This can be efficiently computed at query time as the shortest-path
calculations may be pre-computed across G oﬄine. The process for computing p(nx|q) is
illustrated in Fig. 4.10b.
Performing video retrieval is simply a matter of evaluating eq. 4.13 for each video frame
within the graph and ranking each frame based on this probability.
4.4.4 Bi-directional mapping for Visual Summarisation
The proposed retrieval algorithm is integrated into a web based UI. Users are able to draw and
then manipulate the articulated skeleton (q) to query the system. The results are displayed
as in fig. 4.7, as a grid of clustered results. Ranking all frames nx in the database by
p(nx|q) provides the user with the results. An enhanced results view enables the clustering
of temporally local results (as adjacent frames exhibit similar scores), and so the user may
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Figure 4.7 Screen-shot of the resulting sketch based pose retrieval interface. Results for the
sketched query (left) and laid out in a panel (right) with temporally close clips grouped together
(expandable via the green plus) to ensure diversity of results. The user is able to manipulate
joints of the skeleton, once parsed, to refine the query. Ghosts of the most relevant poses found
(inferred through D → S) are indicated behind the sketched query.
readily identify temporally disjoint segments of the video that closely match the query pose
of interest.
The ability to map bidirectionally between S and D enables us to transfer not only from
skeletal pose to image (for retrieval) but also from image to skeletal pose. The ability to
convert images to a set of joint angles allows query suggestion, where ”shadows” of stick man
poses within the database may be visualised beneath the users sketch as outlines to assist in
the retrieval process. This produces an interactive interface reminiscent of the ShadowDraw
clipart retrieval system [130].
In addition we leverage the ability to estimate explicit pose directly from video later in
Chapter 5, via a visual summarisation tool that enables users to select pose sequences of
interest within video clips.
4.4.5 Evaluation of Manifold based Pose Search
Retrieval is evaluated using the learned manifold for Blueprint, generalised onto unseen videos
(ThreeD, Autumn, Expressive) with performance quantified using Average Precision (AP).
We evaluate the ability of the pose retrieval system to generalise to all (non-training) frames
in Blueprint as well as to three unseen videos ”ThreeD”, ”Autumn” and ”Expressive”. For
each video six queries were drawn and AP computed over these for the top 1-80 results
(Figure 4.9). Note that when evaluating on ”Blueprint” we use only ∼ 97% of the available
frames (as 230 frames were manually marked up and used to train the system). We determine
a result to be incorrect if, on visual inspection, more than one limb is judged to be out of
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Figure 4.8 Top 5 results of the sketch(left most) / skeleton query(second left) for: (a)
Blueprint(Train) video, (b) Autumn(test) video, (c) ThreeD(test) video, (d) Expressive(test)
video
place by a few degrees. Although not explicitly handled by HoG descriptor we make this
comparison insensitive to the left-right orientation of the figure.
Figure 4.8 illustrates a representative subset of queries for each video and their corresponding
results. In all cases poses returned closely mirror those of the sketched query, and as expected
the results from the (unseen frames) of training video Blueprint appear qualitatively superior
to those from entirely unseen clips as test data is closer to the domain of the training data.
Nevertheless the system has correctly transferred learning over Blueprint poses to enable
correct retrieval of unseen poses from the three other video sources (including those with
significantly different visual quality). The sensitivity to left-right orientation is seen in 4.8c
second query where shape is very similar but are evaluated as incorrect.
A quantitative comparison of performance over the four clips is given in Figure 4.9. The
MAP scores for Blueprint (60.0%), ThreeD(32.0%), Autumn(47.5%), Expressive (38.4%)
indicate the system was able to generalise well from minimal training, while maintaining an
acceptable precision content that differed from the training exemplars. Later in this chapter
we demonstrate how adaptions to this approach can bring these figures closer to that of
Blueprint. The runtime performance of the system is real-time with queries taking ∼10ms
for several thousand frames using an unoptimised C++ implementation on a quad core 3Ghz
PC.
Retrieval precision is influenced by the quality of mask extracted from the video; despite an
elaborate silhouette extraction process being performed, limbs are susceptible to being re-
moved by the algorithm especially in the more challenging lower fidelity footage that exhibits
heavy blur and contrast bleaching. In cases where the algorithm failed to retrieve available
poses, or returned unexpected results, visual checks identified that the silhouette masks were
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Figure 4.9 Plotting Precision@k for Blueprint (training), ThreeD (test) Autumn (test), Ex-
pressive (Test) over the top k = [1, 80] ranked results
being incorrectly generated. We conclude that there is sufficient robustness and generality
offered by our main contribution (manifold mapping over a HoG based descriptor), but that
the initial performer extraction pre-processing could be robustified or potentially tailored to
match individual content types.
4.5 Domain Adaptation for Indexing Multiple Videos
The manifold mapping approach to pose search, as described, makes two assumptions about
the structure of spaces S and D. First, the (230 Blueprint) training poses used to map the
manifold in S are representative of all possible poses in dance video. Second, the manifold
in D is representative of all real dance video.
Whilst the former assumption is reasonable (the training set is selected to be representative,
by design) the latter is not realistic since the appearance of the performer in a particular
pose within one video may significantly differ from that of a performer in the same pose
within a different video. Although appearance variation is somewhat mitigated through the
use of silhouettes rather than raw pixel data, variations in performer shape (due to build, or
costume) are likely.
We therefore explore the use of domain adaptation techniques to apply the manifold learned
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in D for one video (hereafter the ‘target’ video, written Dt in effect the training video for
which S ↔ D was learned) to the appearance space of another video (hereafter the ‘source’
video, written Ds).
Specifically we wish to learn mapping Ds ↔ Dt so that descriptors (and thus frames) from
arbitrary ‘source’ videos may be added to the graph search structure defined by the ’target’
(training) video from which the manifold is initially constructed. In Sec. 4.4.1 descriptors
from ‘source’ videos were simply added to the graph (search structure), ignoring any potential
problems due to domain variation. Under this modified scheme, ‘source’ descriptors are first
subject to a transformation, determined by mapping Ds ↔ Dt, to align them to the target
domain prior to being added to the manifold. We show in Sec. 4.5.3 this leads to improved
accuracy.
4.5.1 Cross-video correspondence
We learn mapping Ds ↔ Dt using a set of corresponding pairs of points across both domains,
established using an auxiliary pose matching technique. As noted in Sec. 2.5.2, explicit
human pose estimation (HPE) is unreliable for our challenging archive footage. Yet on a
small subset of frames, a recent HPE algorithms (Yang et al. [235]) can occasionally give
an accurate result. Whilst the sporadic nature of these more reliable results makes HPE
impractical for general pose search (i. e. requiring reliable estimation over all frames) it is
practical for identifying a small set of sparse correspondences between Dt and Ds, assuming
the reliability of the estimate can be quantified to detect such sporadic occurrences.
HPE provides a skeleton from a video frame, i. e. a mapping S(D) 7→ S. Based on empirical
observations we make the assumption that temporal stability of S(.) is directly correlated to
the reliability of the HPE. Given a video sequence D(t) ∈ D we quantify the reliability r(t)
(over time t) as:
Sµ(t) =
1
2n+ 1
i=t+n∑
i=t−n
S(D(t)). (4.14)
r(t) =
1
2n+ 1
i=t+n∑
i=t−n
|S(t)− Sµ(t)|2. (4.15)
For a temporal window of half-size n (we use n = 5, i. e. quantifying stability over around
half a second). Thresholding the score r(t) enables identification of frames D(t) that appear
reliable (we use a threshold of 0.15 based on manual visual verification of the quality of HPE
at this level).
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A set P containing pairs of corresponding points Ps(i) ∈ Ds 7→ Pt(i) ∈ Dt is established
between the two domains (videos) where S(Ps(i)) ∼= S(Pt(i)) considering pairings across all
frames where r(t) < 0.15. These pairs describe known correspondences between ‘anchor
points’ in two domains, i. e. points that share the same pose. It is from these anchors that
the domain adaptation for all points in the domains is derived.
4.5.2 Piecewise domain transformation
Common approaches to domain adaptation involve learning a global transformation that
maps features sampled under one domain (Ds) onto another domain (Dt). This transforma-
tion is commonly a global translation, a global scaling, or a general affine transformation
computed in the high dimensional space using anchors established between the two domains
(i. e. those of Sec. 4.5.1. This process is referred to as transductive transfer learning (TTL)
[155]. We experimented with variants of affine global transformation for TTL but were unable
to obtain good results.
Concluding that a single global TTL transformation is insufficiently expressive to warp be-
tween the two domains we therefore adopted a piece-wise TTL transformation, i. e. a set
of transformations each applicable to different parts of manifold Ds. The transformation
identified as yielding good results was a simple translation, defined in piece-wise fashion one
translation per anchor.
Specifically for a given anchor pair ({Ps(i), Pt(i)}) the perfect transformation (translation
vector ν(i)) between those points is, by definition:
ν(i) = Pt(i)− Ps(t). (4.16)
To transform a general point Qs ∈ D∫ in the source domain, to Qt ∈ Dunionsq in the target domain,
we translate it by a weighted combination of perfect translation vectors obtained from nearby
anchors:
Qt ← Qs +
∑
i∈|P|
wˆiν(i). (4.17)
wi = exp(−χ(Ps(i), Qs)
τ
). (4.18)
where τ controls the spatial decay of influence of each anchor point, and normalised weight
wˆi = wi/
∑
i∈|P|wi. The impact of tuning parameter τ is explored in Sec. 4.5.3. Distance
measure χ(u, v) is the geodesic distance in Ds. In order to compute this, a temporary manifold
is formed via the process of Sec. 4.4.2 using only frames in Ds, and distance computed using
the similarity score of eq. 4.12. In early experiments we found this to give superior results
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Figure 4.10 Domain Adaptation between ingested video (Ds, upper) and the training video
(Dt, lower). Automatically identified correspondences (green) using the HPE method of Yang
et al. [235] create anchors each of which describes a localised translation between Ds to Dt.
A weighted combination of such translations are used to map any frame (red) between the two
domains. The sphere of influence of each locally modelled translation is determined via parameter
τ (Sec. 4.5.2).
that simple Euclidean distance |a− b|, again supporting the suggestion that the manifold of
plausible poses in D is non-linear.
Having computed the modified video descriptor Qt, for a given Qs from the original video, it
is added to the graph search structure as per the process of Sec. 4.4.1.
4.5.3 Evaluation of Domain Adaptation
We evaluate the Domain Adaptation extension of our pose search first by investigating the
input of decay parameter τ , and second in terms of overall performance against our baseline
system with no domain adaptation (as proposed in Sec. 4.4).
For each of our three test videos we vary the value of τ from 0 → 0.2 at 0.025 increments,
plotting the accuracy (MAP) against the value of τ . The same evaluation methodology as
Sec. 4.4.5 is adopted to compute the MAP. Note that the case where τ = 0 implies anchor
points cast no influence over their surrounding volume within D∫ and thus is equivalent to
our baseline with no domain adaptation.
Fig. 4.11 illustrates the impact of τ indicating values in range [0.025,0.1] to produce optimal
performance across the three videos. Given the similar neighbourhood in which MAP peaks,
the system appears not to be too sensitive to the setting of τ however for optimum perfor-
mance (and if use cases permit) the value could be tuned for each video as it is ingested
to the system. We identify the best value of τ for ThreeD, Autumn and Expressive to be
0.075,0.1,0.025 respectively, performing with 47.3%, 55.3%, 50.60% MAP in contrast to the
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Figure 4.11 Plotting the effect of decay parameter τ versus accuracy (MAP) for the three test
videos ThreeD, Autumn and Expressive. Performance is shown to peak within a local range of
τ = [0.025, 0.1] in all cases.
Figure 4.12 Precision comparison of ThreeD, Autumn and Expressive for before and after
Domain Adaptation
original 32.00%,47.5%,38.4% MAP.
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Using the identified optimal values of τ for each video we compare the Precision @K profile
of the baseline (no domain adaptation) approach in Fig. 4.12. A consistent improvement
is seen for all clips versus the baseline proving benefit of domain adaptation within our
framework. Relative improvement of MAP versus the baseline is 47.9%, 16.4%, 31.9% for
ThreeD, Autumn and Expressive respectively. Constituting an average improvement of 32%
over the baseline method.
4.6 Construction for the Multiple Video Manifold
Sec. 4.4 outlines the construction of the manifold within D. Frames from the training video
are used to create a base manifold in the form of a graph, to which other (test) frames from
that video and additional videos are attached to complete the search index.
This strategy was adopted for two reasons: 1) the manifold of plausible poses is structured
around the training video under this approach, which by design is chosen to cover all plausible
poses so seems an intuitively reasonable approach; 2) the computationally expensive process
of building the manifold (relative to the simpler task of appending frames to it) is limited to
just a single (training) video.
However alternative strategies for building the manifold exist for indexing multiple videos
and are now explored:
Method 1: Single Video Manifold (SVM)
As outlined above and in Sec. 4.4, the manifold is constructed using a single (training) video
and frames from other videos are then attached to this template manifold using k-NN.
Method 2: Multiple Video Manifold (MVM)
The manifold is constructed globally over all videos (training and test). The manifold more
comprehensively models all variations in pose within the dataset but is significantly more
expensive to build, and must be completely rebuilt each time a new video is ingested to the
system.
Method 3: Domain Transfer Video Manifold (DT-VM)
As per ‘Single Video Manifold’ but domain adaptation is applied to conform the video de-
scriptors to the training video domain prior to their appending to the search index (i. e.
following the approach proposed in Sec. 4.5).
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SVM MVM DT-VM DT-MVM
ThreeD 32.0 50.0 47.3 48.9
Autumn 47.5 49.1 55.3 56.1
Expressive 38.4 41.3 50.6 53.5
Table 4.1 Accuracy (MAP) of each of the four manifold construction strategies proposed in
Sec. 4.6 for each of the three test videos.
Method 4: Domain Transfer Multiple Video Manifold (DT-MVM)
Domain adaptation (Sec. 4.5) is applied to conform all videos to a single domain (that of
the training video) and then the approach of ‘Multiple Video Manifold’ is adopted i. e. a
manifold is built using all of the training and test data.
4.6.1 Comparative Evaluation of Construction Strategies
Fig. 4.13 plots Precision@k for the top k = [1, 80] ranked results, following the evaluation
methodology of previous sections. The curve characterises performance of all four strategies
for each video, and the mean average precision (MAP) for each video is tabulated in Tbl. 4.13.
In all cases the construction of the manifold using all available video (MVM/DT-MVM),
rather than a single test video (SVM/DT-VM), delivers a performance increase (17.6%, 2.7%,
3.8% for ThreeD, Autumn, Expressive respectively). The use of domain adaptation when cre-
ating the manifold also delivers a performance increase of similar magnitude in most cases.
Yet whilst domain adaptation is computationally cheap, the significant computational over-
head of multiple video manifold approaches must be weighed against their benefits. Scalability
of a video retrieval system is always a consideration for a practical system, and a system that
must be fully re-indexed with the ingestion of each new videos is not likely to be workable
in real situations. Note that the additional complexity of the manifold topology produced
by the MVM and DT-MVM methods will also decrease the query-time speed of the sys-
tem, as the geodesic distance over the manifold is computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The
recommendation is therefore to adopt the DT-VM strategy for scalability and performance.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented a method for Sketch based Pose Retrieval. Our retrieval
system operates by learning a mapping between a query space (skeletal joint angle) repre-
sentation parse from a free-hand sketch, and a video descriptor space. The learning process
uses around two hundred hand-annotated video frames. Once learned, this mapping is shown
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to generalise to unseen archival video footage with an average (over test videos) MAP of
∼ 39% without domain adaptation (SVM, Sec. 4.4), and ∼ 51% with domain adaptation
(DT-VM, Sec. 4.5). We extensively evaluated possibilities for both the skeletal and the video
descriptors, adopting representations based on finite differences of relative joint angles, and
spatially gridded HoG descriptors respectively.
Applying domain adaptation to our pose search framework delivered a significant accuracy
benefit, and relied upon the use of an auxiliary HPE method to map correspondence between
the appearance domains of a pair of videos. Although HPE was shown in Sec. 2.5.2 to be
highly unreliable over archival footage and so infeasible as a descriptor for pose search it was
sufficiently robust to enable transductive transfer learning (TTL) as a means of domain adap-
tation. Various ITL transformations were explored and piece-wise translation was adopted.
It was demonstrated that performance gains are similar, and in addition to, gains made via
domain adaption could also be achieved through more comprehensive modelling of the video
descriptor manifold, i. e. performing more comprehensive sampling of the space of plausible
dance poses. These results were reported but recommendation against this approach was
made due to concerns over scalability for larger datasets and the practicalities for deploying
such a system.
4.7.1 Future Work
The most fruitful improvements to the work of Chapter 4 seem to lie within our domain
adaptation technique. These could focus on automating the fine-tuning of decay parameter
τ which is currently performed manually on a per-video basis (or set to a default value in
identified range τ = [0.025, 0.1]. It also can be seen empirically from r(t) that certain anchor
correspondences are less reliable (stable) than others, and this confidence score could drive
a local modifier on τ on a per-anchor point basis to improve the accuracy of the domain
transformation (or drive a selection process that further filters anchor points).
In contrast to the prior work of Chapter 3, the proposed retrieval method focuses entirely
upon shape and indexes content at the frame rather than clip level. Yet similar to Chapter 3,
only a single sketched representation is used as a search query. In the next Chapter we
explore multiple extensions to our pose search framework, including the ability to search for
a sequence of poses and inter-connecting actions, for a variety of applications including video
synthesis and retrieval.
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(a) ThreeD
(b) Autumn
(c) Expressive
Figure 4.13 Comparison of manifold construction strategies. Plotting accuracy as Precision@k
for ranks k = [1, 80] for each of the three test videos: ThreeD, Autumn, Expressive for all of the
four methods outlined in Sec. 4.6
Chapter 5
ReEnact: Graph Representation for
Search and Synthesis
We propose a graph-based representation for sketched Visual Narratives that describe events
comprising more than one action. Extending the pose retrieval system of the previous chapter,
we explore the application of our graph representation to three problems. First, an application
to video search. We demonstrate the ability to retrieve a sequence of poses interspersed
by actions linking those poses. Second, an application to video synthesis in which Visual
Narratives can be used to specify a desired video and fragments of existing video footage
retrieved and concatenated seamlessly to produce the requested new sequence. This second
contribution relies upon the first for video retrieval, and we refer to the combined system as
“ReEnact”. Third, the synthesis of Visual Narratives themselves as a way of summarising
video footage leveraging the bi-directional sketch-pose mapping of Chapter 4 to perform
explicit human pose estimation and so visually summarise dance performance fragments as a
sequence of stick-men. We use these visualisations within an optional user-interface to enable
interactive refinement of the sequence created via ReEnact.
5.1 Introduction
Visual Narrative (VN) queries accepted by the search algorithms of previous chapters were
restricted to a single action. In this Chapter we explore the extension of this idea to multiple
action VNs, and develop a graph based representation for such queries based on the concept
of “Motion Graphs” [123] (referred to as ‘Move Trees’, within the Games industry).
Motion graphs are used to model the space of plausible pose sequences for animated char-
acters, and are typically built from performance capture data (for example skeletal motion
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capture data). A sequence of source motion capture data is analysed by comparing every
frame to every other. Frames containing similar poses are flagged as ‘transition points’. Such
frames become nodes in a graph structure. A pair of transition points exhibiting similar poses
are linked via strings of additional nodes (frames) in a graph, each connected via directed
edge in the graph that link an earlier frame to a later frame. It is then possible to execute
a non-linear play back of the source sequence, by walking over the graph and rendering each
frame as it is encountered. In effect, frames of the source sequence are seamlessly concate-
nated in a new order, defined by the graph path, to produce a synthetic sequence containing
plausible movement. Although originally proposed for character animation using frames of
motion capture data, motion graphs have been extended to other domains including direct
application to 2D video frame data — so called ‘Video Textures’ [181].
This Chapter proposes a modified form of motion graph representation, for the purposes
of both searching and synthesising video specified by a VN. To search video, we identify
nodes (frames) within a motion graph that closely match each sketch within a VN. The task
of finding the video sub-sequence that closely matches the sketch sequence of VN becomes
that of finding the ‘best’ paths across the graph that link the matched nodes in the correct
order. In order to synthesise video from a VN the process is similar; we identify nodes that
match each sketch within the VN and find the ‘best’ paths to connect these under a set of
user-specified constraints. Video can be synthesised by rendering frames along these paths.
We discuss the path constraints, optimality criteria and specifics e.g. topology of the motion
graph-like representation under-pinning both of these algorithms later within this chapter.
We continue to focus on the domain of dance performance, using the archival dance footage
described within Sec. 4.1.1. The duration of these clips, and the diversity of pose sequences
available within them, provide a rich dataset for developing and evaluating our algorithms.
Consequently we rely upon the specific human pose matching techniques of the previous
chapter to match individual sketches within the VNs, and this chapter may be considered an
extension of that basic technique in the two complementary directions of search and synthesis.
The technical contributions of this Chapter are therefore three-fold:
1. VNs for Choreographic Synthesis Novel algorithm and representation for the syn-
thesis of video-realistic choreographic footage from a sequence of sketched dance poses,
interspersed with dance actions (e. g. jump, twirl, etc.). Synthesis is performed by
seamlessly stitching together video fragments from archival footage to produce new
choreography in the style of existing footage. In many cases the creation of such se-
quences would be impossible due to unavailability of historic costumes or the performers
depicted in the footage. We refer to this system as “ReEnact”. ReEnact for the first
time combines both Motion Graphs path optimisation with sketched sequence of key
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framed poses identified using our SBVR pose search, and user specified actions linking
the sketched poses.
2. Interactive Choreographic Synthesis Extending the basic ReEnact contribution,
we introduce the ability cluster and visualise multiple alternate paths through the
motion graph short-listed via our search algorithm. To perform the visualisation we
leverage the bi-directional mapping described in Sec. 4.4.4 to represent each motion
fragment visually as an abstract sequence of stick-man poses, so affecting a form of video
summarisation. These summaries are clustered hierarchically before being presented to
the user. Introducing a user interface to allow for inspection and selection of desired
movement fragments allows for greater degree of interactive control over the synthesised
video, and affects a form of relevance feedback by placing the user in the loop.
3. VNs for Video Sequence Retrieval.
Searching for sub-sequences within video is a challenging problem. Prior approaches
have explored graphical models such as linear dynamical systems [53] or Markov Mod-
els [132] to solve this problem with computationally expensive inference steps. Ob-
serving a strong relationship between key-frame based synthesis and key-frame based
search, we leverage an adapted form of the Motion graph representation to re-purpose
the optimal path finding typically used to identify motion fragments for concatenative
synthesis to the problem of finding relevant motion fragments in video retrieval. Since
the ranked list of video fragments results often exhibit significant temporal overlap, we
introduce a filtering step to ensure useful diversity in the results presented to the user.
5.2 Visual Narratives for Video Synthesis
We now describe a system for sketch based choreographic design using VNs as a storyboard
through which the desired choreography is specified. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the work-flow for
the system. The user draws a free-hand sketch of a human pose, which is dropped on to
a time-line. This process is repeated for several ‘key poses’, and the interface provides for
manipulation and re-ordering of the key poses as the user works. The user is thereby able
to specify a sequence of key poses that the choreographic sequence must pass through in the
user-prescribed order. The user also specifies intermediate actions that link each key pose;
for example, a twirl may be specified to transition from one key pose to the next. A pre-
defined vocabulary of actions is available within the user interface, which may be dragged
and dropped between the key poses to provide the user control over the choreography. The
user may also specify a desired duration for these actions. Having fully specified the timeline
in this manner, the ReEnact system then searches through a single archival performance
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Figure 5.1 Specifying a choreographic sequence using our VN based interface. A set of poses
are sketched (a-b) and placed on a timeline interspersed with actions (c) and timing preferences
(d) that drive the motion graph optimisation process to synthesise a novel video. Web interface
visualised on a tablet
video to find suitable video fragments that can be seamlessly stitched together to produce
the desired choreographic sequence.
We first describe our approach for constructing a motion graph (subsec. 5.2.1) from the
dataset of subsec. 4.1.1. We describe an algorithm for finding the path across the graph
(subsec. 5.2.2) maximising the similarity of poses within the VN whilst factoring in action
and time constraints.
5.2.1 Graph Construction
A motion graph [123] is constructed by identifying transition frames; points in the video where
temporally disjoint frame sequences may be seamlessly concatenated for playback. These
transitions form nodes in the motion graph, with edges indicating frame sequences between
transitions (Fig. 5.3). Random walks across the graph could generate novel sequences in
perpetuity (as with [181]); however our system plans paths across the graph to produce
user-guided output.
The motion graph is constructed from a single, long, video of a dance performance. Although
our matching technique is not limited in principle to a single sequence, it is necessary to
restrict the data in this manner so that concatenation of frames results in a visually seamless
novel sequence.
Using the technique of subsec. 4.4.1 a manifold is constructed in D, using video pose de-
scriptors computed from the pixels within the bounding box that encloses the performer
(subsec. 4.2.2). Recall that each video frame represents a point on a manifold embedded
within D.
Transition points are identified by exhaustively comparing video descriptors via eq. 4.12 from
all pairs of frames of the video, i. e. computing the geodesic distance between frames, and
retaining those above a similarity threshold as transition candidates. This distance compari-
son is recorded within a symmetric matrix, and smoothed using an isotropic filter to penalise
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2 (a) Geodesic distance between all frames in ‘Blueprint’. (b) Clipped distance matrix
highlighting the transition frames containing closest pose similarity.
local temporal incoherence in pose. Fig. 5.2a visualises the results of the distance comparison
for video ‘Blueprint’. Fig. 5.2b visualises only the selected transition points (below threshold)
and their relative similarities. The non-zero elements of this clipped transition matrix form
candidate transition points for the video.
5.2.1.1 Motion based filtering
As visual dissimilarity may be observed in video even in the presence of similar poses, optical
flow [32] is used to calculate the visual dissimilarity of frames at candidate transition points
(i. e. non-zero points within the clipped distance matrix). The magnitudes of flow vectors
within the performer bounding box are summed and transition points discarded that exceed
a threshold.
During synthesis, concatenation of frames with similar poses yet mismatched motion direc-
tions will not result in a visually seamless transition. Given each candidate transition point,
the direction of performer motion is computed for each frame of the pair. This is achieved by
averaging bounding box centroid motion over 10 frames leading into and out of the transition
point. If motion vectors differ above a threshold, the candidate is discarded.
The remaining candidate transition nodes are used to form the motion graph. First, nodes
are added to the motion graph for each frame. Temporally adjacent frames are linked with
a directional edge from the earlier to the later frame. The weight of the edge is set using
eq. 4.12 to measure pose similarity. Additional edges are then introduced to link the pair
of frames comprising each transition point with an edge weight defined by eq. 4.12. This
completes the motion graph construction. However the graph representation used during
video synthesis is not based purely upon this graph, but a derivative as we now explain.
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5.2.1.2 Virtual nodes
At query-time, when the VN has been defined by the user, a graph representation is formed
using the motion graph. For each pair of key poses a ‘virtual’ source node is added into
the motion graph for the start pose, with edge links to all nodes weighted by the similarity
between the sketch and that transition frame (via eq. 4.13). The successive (end) key pose
is added as virtual sink node with similarly defined connectivity.
This sink node also becomes the source node on a second copy of the motion graph, which
serves as this start pose and the subsequent end pose (Fig. 5.3 illustrates). Thus for k
keyposes, k − 1 copies of the motion graph and chained together by virtual source and sink
nodes.
Frame-to-frame edge weights in the motion graph are computed via eq. 4.12, and sketch-frame
weights via eq. 4.13.
In addition we require frames to be labelled to indicate the likelihood each of the eleven
different activities taking place local to that instant. Our activity set is: twirl, spin, walk,
run, leg raise, leg lower, leg extend, spin with leg extended, crouch, step and overhead kick.
Action labelling can be performed by any regular activity recognition algorithm (e.g. [223])
using our pose descriptors (D) as a basis for activity classification.
5.2.2 Video Path Optimisation
A shortest-path optimisation is used to find the optimal route passing from the first to last
virtual node (key pose), using Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Path cost is evaluated as a function of pose similarity (CTarget), action constraints along the
path (CAction), and duration of the sequence (CT ime):
C = wpCTarget + waCAction + wtCT ime, (5.1)
with user-specified weightings {wp, wa, wt} for pose, action and time respectively, which are
configurable through the UI as shown in fig. 5.1.
Pose similarity encoded by term CTarget is analogous to edge weights accumulated in the
classical shortest path algorithm. In the case of frame-to-frame moves within the motion
graph (black edges in Fig. 5.3) similarity is determined by geodesic distance between the two
frames across the manifold D (eq. 4.12). In the case of edges between the virtual nodes
(start/end poses) and a frame in the motion graph (magenta edges in Fig. 5.3) the cost is
determined by the combined probability (i.e. overall similarity function) of our pose retrieval
algorithm (eq. 4.13). Optionally, the interface allows for retrieved video frames rather than
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Figure 5.3 Video synthesis using the graph representation. A directed graph is constructed from
video fragments comprising sequential blocks of frames (blue marks on edges) linked seamlessly
at transition frames (blue nodes). Sketched key poses (magenta nodes) are added as virtual
nodes linking copies of the motion graph. The path with lowest cost (red), by eq. 5.1, from first
to last key pose yields the new choreographic sequence.
fresh sketches to create the key poses e. g. to make use of previous search results in a video
synthesis tasks. In such cases the virtual nodes are frames and so the attached edge weights
are defined via eq. 4.12 rather than eq. 4.13.
To incorporate action constraints, each edge in the motion graph is augmented with a proba-
bility vector across action classes expressing the activity (run, twirl, etc.) detected locally to
that pair of frames. The proposed shortest path is segmented into k − 1 linked stages; each
being the portion of the path passing through a copy of the motion graph linked by the virtual
source/sink nodes (i.e. between the k − 1 pairs of key poses). The probability vectors for
the set of frames in each linked stage {l1...lk−1} are averaged independently yielding action
probability vector A(li). An ideal path would result in minimal total difference between A(li)
and the action distribution specified by the user for that linked stage A(qi), i.e. between the
respective pair of key poses. The cost CAction is therefore given by:
CAction =
1
k − 1
k−1∑
i=1
|A(li)−A(qi)| . (5.2)
It was found that a better similarity measure is to use a soft-assignment of action. Therefore
we adapt eq. 5.2 to incorporate similarity of pose, so run and walk are more similar than run
and twirl, these weights are set empirically expressed as W. The soft weighted action cost is
given by:
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CAction =
1
k − 1
k−1∑
i=1
1
|A|
|A|∑
m=0
Wm |Am(li)−Am(qi)| . (5.3)
The temporal cost CT ime is derived from a count of the number of frames on the proposed
path. The absolute difference between this and a target sequences length L (here we use 5 sec-
onds per keypose pair) encourages appropriate transition times. Conceivably this parameter
could be incorporated in the UI in future.
CT ime = S(
k−1∑
i=1
∣∣|li| − L∣∣). (5.4)
where S(x), the sigmoid function is used to normalise this final term.
S(x) = x2(3− 2x). (5.5)
5.2.3 Compositing and Rendering
The optimised path yields a frame sequence through the original video comprising the novel
choreography. Although pose-coherent, any variability in the performer’s appearance (e.g.
illumination) and in stage location can complicate visually seamless stitching. Although
spatial location might be incorporated as a constraint into the optimisation, in practice
requiring adherence to original stage locations places too many constraints on the original
footage to permit novel choreographic sequences to be realised. We therefore opt for an
‘infinite’ stage, scrolling the stage against the motion of the performer’s bounding box. This
scrolling is smoothed using a low pass filter to avoid visual discontinuities.
The performer is rendered onto the stage using gradient domain (Poisson) blending [160],
which is applied only within the region of the performer bounding box. The silhouette used
to compute the video descriptor for a frame (Sec. 4.2) is used to determine the foreground
mask during the compositing.
Additionally simple cross-fading is applied at the points of transition between video fragments
to mitigate remaining visual discontinuity in playback. For a transition point comprising
frame pair {It, It′}, the frames leading into the transition i. e. It−5, . . . , It and It′−5, . . . , It′
are averaged on a per-pixel basis (and a similar process is performed on the lead-out from
the transition).
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Figure 5.4 Compositing and rendering. A video frame is synthesised via gradient domain
compositing within the performer’s bounding box. The silhouette obtain during the video pose
descriptor extraction of sec. 4.2.1 is used as the foreground mask during the compositing. The
performer is composited on to an infinite stage that scrolls with the global motion of the synthe-
sised performance.
5.2.4 Evaluation
We demonstrate the ability of ReEnact to create new choreographic sequences from sketched
key poses, over both the training (“Blueprint”) and test (“Expressive”) videos from our dance
performance dataset. Fig. 5.5 showcases the VN queries and output videos synthesised.
For each sequence showcased in Fig. 5.5, the best matched key frame for a sketch pose is
indicated in purple. This corresponds to the frames connected to the virtual nodes in the
graph via the shortest path computed for the VN query. The frames in blue are regularly
sampled from the interval between those key frames in the synthesised sequence to illustrate
the actions of the performer in the synthesised output. For illustration, the probability
distribution of actions between the key frames is displayed as a histogram indicating how
closely the synthesised video content matches the actions specified. We demonstrate synthesis
on a textured stage (fig. 5.5a) as well as onto a uniformly coloured background (fig. 5.5b)
which can be aesthetically preferable if the performance video contains complex background
that proves challenging for the gradient-domain compositing.
Although durations for each interval between key poses are user defined, generally video
lengths for a story board composed of three sketches with interspersed actions are of length
between 15-90s. In the case of the sample video in Figure 5.5 the synthesised video is of 67s.
The system is reactive but not particular sensitive to the weightings in the cost functions;
for all the results reported here we used the same weightings. Specifically, we up-weighted
the action and pose requirements, to 0.6, 0.9 respectively and set the time weight low at 0.3
to avoid a short video being generated. The user interface exposes these weights to the user
in the form of sliders. Fig 5.5b highlights how this weighting may result in spurious pose
matches due to the complexity of the video. In this case Expressive exhibits many close-
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(a) Query VN and corresponding video synthesised from ‘Blueprint’
(b) Query VN and corresponding video synthesised from Expressive
Figure 5.5 Results of video synthesis for two sample videos a) ‘Blueprint’ and b) ‘Expressive’.
For each video — Top: Query VN composed of three key poses and two actions connecting
these. Bottom: Frames identified on the shortest path corresponding to the key poses (purple)
and a sampling of frames along the path connecting these key poses (blue). Histograms indicate
the probability distribution of actions within the frames along the shortest path between the
respective key frames.
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Figure 5.6 Modified Storyboard for the process of interaction. User sketches stickman into a
timeline (a), these stickmen are used to identify a set of paths through the motion graphs that
can be selected as positive or negative based on a summary stickmen narrative (b-c) after which
a new synthetic video is created (d). Web interface visualised on a tablet
to-body poses with relatively short limbs, which challenges the pose matching algorithm of
Chapter 4.
New sequences are typically generated in under 10 minutes, though the majority of this
runtime is spent on the gradient-domain compositing without which a sequence may be
generated in under one minute.
5.3 Interactive Visual Narratives for Video Synthesis
For a given VN, ReEnact will synthesise a single video based on the optimal (shortest) path
identified over the graph. However, in practice there may be multiple routes over the graph
that yield similar total path costs via eq. 5.1. A small departure from the pose specified
within a sketched key frame might result in a completely different path being promoted to
the ‘best’, containing different action sequences. Iteratively fine-tuning the user weights can
partially mitigate this issue, however precise control is difficult via the weight sliders leading
to unpredictable results for users.
To mitigate these problems, we present a modified form of the ReEnact in which the user
may interactively select from a set of promising paths across the graph generated from their
VN, to guide the creation process.
Under the proposed interactive system the workflow is modified as follows (Fig. 5.6). As
before, the system invites the user to draw free-hand stick-men to indicate a set of key
poses. The user drags the poses on to a time line to indicate the relative duration of each
interval between key poses. A target total duration for the synthetic video is also specified
(thus providing estimates for the durations of each key pose interval). In contrast to the
prior system which solved globally and automatically for all intervals in one step, under the
modified ReEnact system the video is synthesised one interval at a time, with the user invited
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Figure 5.7 Representation of the output of Agglomerative clustering, in a binary tree format.
The tree is cut at a depth of 3, to present to the user.
to score preferred sequences for the interval as a form of relevance feedback (RF) to inform
the video synthesis process.
5.3.1 Path Clustering
To solve for a given key pose interval, multiple putative paths are generated between the pair
of virtual source and sink nodes corresponding to the key poses on either side of the interval.
The path optimisation technique of Sec. 5.2.2 can be directly applied over this sub-graph.
We identify the 200 paths with shortest distance, building set R = {P1, . . . , P200}. A limit
of 200 is chosen for reasons of both computational efficiency (discussed later) and to avoid
visually overloading the user.
We cluster the short-list of putative paths to enable them to be browsed by the user. The
intention is to allow the user to quickly navigate the space of short-listed paths and mark
any of them as ‘preferred’ or ‘non-preferred’ as a form of relevance feedback to the system.
We use the action labels associated with each frame as the basis for clustering the putative
paths. Recall that each frame is associated with a probability distribution indicating the
likelihood of one of several pre-defined actions occurring at that time. The label of the
most likely action may be determined trivially from the maximum of this distribution for
any given frame. A putative path Pi may therefore be interpreted as a sequence of actions
(one per frame). Changes in action label over time can be identified, and in addition to the
initial action label, used to summarise the action sequence, e. g. A(Pi) ={Run, Walk, Jump,
Walk,. . . } simplified as sequence of tokens {RWJW. . . }. Fig. 5.7 (right) summarises the
dictionary of 10 action labels used within our system. Note that A(Pi) is a variable length
string of at least one action token.
Agglomerative clustering [120] is performed on all strings A(R) to group them for presen-
tation. The algorithm requires only a (non-metric) definition of distance between a pair of
data items in order to make grouping decisions. The Levenshtein string edit distance enables
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us to define the similarity between a pair of variable-length action strings. Under this dis-
tance metric, the minimum number of edits (token insertions, deletions and substitutions) to
transform one string into another is the distance between them. We fix the costs of insertions
at a constant 0.5, and penalise substitutions using a matrix of weights empirically defined to
penalised misclassification, e. g. of a twirl to a jump. These weights were also used within
Sec. 5.2.2 to compare the different actions associated with frames.
Clustering proceeds over a distance matrix C describing the edit distance between all paths
R:
C =

edit(P1,P1) . . . edit(P200,P1)
...
...
edit(P200,P1) . . . edit(P200,P200)
 . (5.6)
Agglomerative clustering is a bottom-up approach, treating all elements in C as independent
clusters then merging the nearest two clusters, this process is recursively applied until all
points belong to a single cluster. Agglomerative clustering is described Alg. 2, where C is
the precomputed distance matrix of eq. 5.6 and sim(i,m, j) is the similarity of cluster j with
putatively merged clusters i and m.
Algorithm 2 Agglomerative clustering algorithm
1: procedure Agglomerative(C1...N,1...N )
2: A← []
3: while 〈i,m〉 ← argmax{〈i,m〉 i 6=m∧I[i]=1∧I[m]=1}C[i][m] do
4: A.append(〈i,m〉)
5: for j = 1 to N do
6: C[i][j]=sim(i,m, j)
7: C[j][i]=sim(i,m, j)
8: end for
9: I[m]← 0
10: end while
11: return A
12: end procedure
The use of a hierarchical clustering declutters the interface, grouping very similar paths and
enabling users to coarsely flag large numbers of paths to be of interest (or disinterest) as well
as ‘digging into the data’ to fine-tune ratings along their preferred path (Fig. 5.7). Although
well-suited to our goal, agglomerative clustering has a high computation cost at O(n3) in the
number of paths. This motivated our restriction of the approach to just a couple of hundred
paths, as in principal all paths over the graph might be available to choose from.
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Figure 5.8 A sequence of stick figures synthesised from the ‘Blueprint’ video. The path con-
tains a crouch and a twirl action within the sequence, which can be readily observed in this
summarisation of the video fragment.
5.3.2 Path Visualisation
A useful property of our manifold based approach to pose search (Sec. 4.4) is that it may be
run in reverse to infer the joint angles (skeleton) of the performer given a video frame. Given
an indexed video frame corresponding to any node nx in G, the similarity p(ni|nx) to ni, the
ith training frame in set nt, is available via eq. 4.12. Given the marked-up pose s(ni) ∈ S
corresponding to ni we can infer a skeleton i.e. vector of joint angles approximating nx as:
s(nx) =
1
|nt|
∑
∀ni∈nt
s(ni)N (1− p(ni|nx), σ) . (5.7)
where N is a Gaussian distribution with empirically set standard deviation σ. It is worth
noting that generated descriptors do not imply any limb length, therefore an exact estimation
of the skeleton is not possible, so we opt to use a template skeleton and adjust this. We
demonstrate this inference of skeletons in Sec 5.3.4. Frames within each path clustered within
the binary tree may be visualised as a sequence of stick-men figures. To reduce clutter we
represent the path using a set of up to 10 frames sampled at each instant of activity change
(i. e. that generated a token within the string used to cluster the path). Fig. 5.8 illustrates
such a path visualisation; a stick figure has been generated at the beginning of each action
summarising the content of the video sequence.
5.3.3 Relevance Feedback
Fig. 5.9 illustrates the interface through which the user is asked to provide feedback on
paths presented within the hierarchy, selecting positive (thumbs up) and negative (thumbs
down) paths from those on display. When selecting feedback for a path the user is implicitly
stating that all examples below the path within the binary tree structure are also positive (or
negative) so allowing a large selection of positive and negative training data to be collected
quickly.
We adopt a similar approach to Sec. 3.6, learning a model of user preference by training a
linear SVM model over the user feedback. Recall that the generation of paths is subject to
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Figure 5.9 Paths clustered between a source and sink from the query, end poses and their
respective query. Interface allows expansion of the binary tree, and selection of positive (’thumbs
up’) or negative (’thumbs down’) ratings for any path.
shortest-path computation over the graph using eq. 5.1, which is in turn dependent on timing,
pose and action constraints. Since the former two are fixed, the relevance feedback process
boils down to modifying the query action distribution to align more closely with the users’
requirements. Since we deal with 12 pre-defined actions, the goal of the relevance feedback
is essentially to find the optimal point in <12 for the query. The action distributions along
paths marked as relevant or not, are used as positive and negative training data for the SVM
in order to deduce that point.
5.3.4 Evaluation
Figs. 5.10-5.11 illustrate one iteration of relevance feedback using the proposed interactive
scheme. By contrast Fig. 5.5a-5.5b illustrate the clip generated through the fully automated
ReEnact proposed in Sec. 5.2.
Although explicit human pose estimation is not intended as contribution of this thesis, it is
nevertheless interesting to observe that reasonable skeletons can be obtained from low fidelity
footage where state of the art methods [74, 235] currently fail. We qualitatively demonstrate
this property through visual comparison on video frames that fail under these algorithms.
Fig. 5.12 contrasts the skeleton obtained from a single frame using the public implementations
made by Ferrari et al. [74] and Yang et al. [235] on their respective project web pages. As our
approach doesn’t directly infer the lengths of limbs we use a skeleton of user-specified size
and set the joints as per the angles inferred by our process. Although this results in some
alignment error, the pose generated is comparable and in some cases more closely mirrors the
video content under our approach.
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Figure 5.10 Video synthesis over Blueprint – A sample query storyboard composed of three
key poses and two actions connecting. Showing the original sequence generated from 5.2. A
subset of selected paths provided as feedback by the user for both sections of the storyboard.
Bottom, the updated video based on the feedback provided by the user.
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Figure 5.11 Video synthesis over Expressive – A sample query storyboard composed of three
key poses and two actions connecting. Showing the original sequence generated from 5.2. A
subset of selected paths provided as feedback by the user for both sections of the storyboard.
Bottom, the updated video based on the feedback provided by the user.
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Figure 5.12 Comparison of Articulated skeleton estimation between our method, Yang [235]
and Ferrari [74] over Blueprint (2x left), ThreeD (2x middle) and Expressive (2x right).
5.4 Graph based Visual Narratives for Retrieval
The graph representation that enables concatenative video synthesis may also be applied to
SBVR, i. e. to retrieve contiguous sub-sequences of frames from a video, matching a VN.
The form of the VN query is identical to that used for video synthesis (Sec. 5.3); a sequence
of sketched key poses interspersed with desired actions and relative durations of those ac-
tions. The user interface for VN specification is therefore identical however the manner in
which results are displayed is modified (Fig. 5.13), since an additional user parameter Γ to
constrain temporal overlap in the retrieved video sequences is also introduced (discussed in
subsec. 5.4.2).
5.4.1 Graph Construction
As with the ReEnact system, a motion graph is constructed to represent valid frame sequences
that may be presented to the user. Each node within the graph corresponds to a video frame,
and directed edges connect temporally adjacent frames (earlier frames are linked to later
frames). However unlike ReEnact we do not detect or link transition frames. The topology
of the graph is restricted to linear playback, since we desire only contiguous subsequences
within the video to be returned as results.
At query-time, virtual nodes are again inserted into the graph for each sketched key pose.
As was the case with ReEnact (subsec. 5.2.1), successive key poses are attached to the graph
as a ‘source’ and sink’ node with connections made to and from nodes in the motion graph
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Figure 5.13 Video Search using a VN query: (a) A sequence of poses interspersed with action
constraints drives the search. Top-ranking results are displayed in a grid (b) and may be se-
lected for playback and inspection (c). A blue highlight on the seek-bar indicates the contiguous
subsection of a video in the database that was deemed relevant. Web interface visualised on a
tablet
respectively. Duplicate copies of the motion graph are ‘chained’ together using these virtual
nodes as before. Fig. 5.14 illustrates the topology of the graph.
The weights on the virtual nodes are set as per Sec. 5.2.1. Frame-to-frame edge weights (i. e.
between non-virtual nodes) in the motion graph are computed via eq. 4.12, and sketch-frame
weights (i. e. between virtual nodes and the motion graph) are computed via eq. 4.13.
The retrieval of is then reduced to the problem of finding the shortest path across the graph
for the first to last virtual nodes. The optimisation cost is similar to eq. 5.1 within ReEnact,
but is modified slightly as discussed in subsec. 5.4.2.
The large number of frames typically present within each video can cause unacceptable re-
trieval times, and so a short-cut is in made practice. Using the action tokenisation algorithm
of Sec. 5.3.1 salient instants may be detected within the video at frames where the action
classification of the performer changes. Since key poses specified by the user tend to coincide
with such salient instants, we can significantly reduce the complexity of the path optimisation
by connecting only these salient frames to the virtual nodes — instead of every frame to the
virtual nodes.
5.4.2 Temporal Motion Graph Optimisation
We use the same path optimisation procedure and cost eq. 5.1, with the caveat of not having
transition cost to consider (since the transition costs of temporally adjacent frames are likely
to be low and can be disregarded).
Despite reducing the connectivity of the graph to salient frames, numerous near-duplicate
results are returned in the top-ranked (i. e. shortest) paths discovered through the graphs.
Whilst correct behaviour, the utility of a search system that returns many minor variants of
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Figure 5.14 Video Search via the graph representation. A directed graph is constructed from
the video comprising sequential frames (blue marks on edges) linked at salient instants (blue
nodes). Sketched key poses (magenta nodes) are added as virtual nodes that connect duplicate
copies of the motion graph. The virtual nodes are linked to the nodes representing salient frames.
The path across the graph — from first virtual source node to last virtual sink node — with lowest
cost (red), by eq. 5.1, from first to last key pose yields the most relevant video sub-sequence.
essentially the same path, is limited in the context of video search. We therefore introduce an
extra user parameter that constrains the level of temporal overlap allowable between results.
We measure the temporal overlap of two sequences as a simple ratio; the count of frames
both have in common (frame intersection), to the frame count of the union of both sequences
(frame union).
The resulting normalised score is compared against parameter Γ in a greedy strategy. The
top (shortest) path result in is admitted to the results set R. Next-best results are compared
against those in R to ensure overlap is less than Γ prior to inclusion in R:
∀i ∈ R > 0 =
1 if
Ri∩Ri−1
Ri∪Ri−1 > Γ
0 otherwise.
(5.8)
where R is the set of results and Ri an individual result (contiguous video fragment). In-
creasing Γ filters more results as the value increases. This can be demonstrated through an
example set of results in Fig. 5.14 where the left represents the raw result set, and the other
columns represent filtered result sets with increasing value of Γ.
By reducing Γ, fewer results are displayed to the user with greater diversity. In the case that
only a few paths are originally identified this can result in only a single path being displayed,
and such a result is common in practice as Γ 7→ 0.1, which we therefore adopt as a lower
limit on Γ, which is controlled via an interactive slider on the results page.
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Figure 5.15 Effect of Γ on constraining the displayed results, by increasing Γ fewer similar
results are returned, reducing result count but increasing diversity.
5.4.3 Evaluation
We evaluate the dataset using three videos presented in sec. 4.1.1 – Blueprint, ThreeD and
Expressive; evaluating results based on a variety of queries and VN lengths.
The nature of video sequence search presents a challenge to evaluation, in that the high
specificity of a VN implies very few, if any, occurrences of that sequence in the video database.
This can lead to near-binary precision scores which are not informative for analysis of system
performance. We therefore adopt a ‘softer’ definition of relevance in which partial matches
contribute fractionally to the precision score. We first explain our methodology (Sec. 5.4.3)
then go on to perform a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the video search system
(Sec. 5.4.3).
Methodology
Similar to Collomosse et al. [53] we evaluate using a precision measure that awards value to
partial matches. Each facet (pose, action) of the query contributes 1 to the rank result score,
which is then normalised by the number of facets:
Score(V,Q) =
1
|Q|
j=|Q|∑
j
relevance(Vj), (5.9)
where Q is query VN, and V the returned is a clip. The Precision@k is the cumulative score
over the range of the result set Ri with i = [1, k], therefore:
Pk(R,Q) =
1
k
i=k∑
i
Score(Ri, Q), (5.10)
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where the Average Precision (AP) is:
AP =
∑n
k=1 Pk(R,Q)Score(Rk, Q)∑n
k=1 Score(Rk, Q)
(5.11)
i. e. the AP is the cumulative precision score over R segments normalised by the maximum
attainable cumulative precision over those segments. The mean AP (MAP) is the average
over these for all queries evaluated.
Evaluating Retrieval Accuracy
Fig. 5.5 shows 4 examples of VN queries demonstrating their respective top 3 returned clips
as well as the matched poses and interspersed action distribution from within the returned
clip; we also show a summary selection of frames highlighting facets of the result as correct or
incorrect through green and red borders. For these results we fix Γ = 1.0, although adjusting
this generates results with greater diversity (but lower accuracy). Generally the top match
is correct throughout the queries, and as lower rank results are explored, one of the facets
become less faithful to the query (Fig. 5.16d).
To perform a quantitative evaluation via the methodology of subsec. 5.4.3, we average per-
formance over 5 queries of varying VN length (2-3 poses). Although it is possible to perform
longer queries (e. g. demonstrated in Fig. 5.16d), matching this many facets within a video
becomes very challenging as there are many ways in which content can deviate from query.
Commonly when performing a VN query there will only be 1-2 exact pose matches within
the video. The plot of Γ versus precision shows a decrease in performance accompanied by
an increase in result diversity (fig. 5.1).
Additionally to fig. 5.17 we compute MAP scores over the different values of Γ and their
respective videos in Table 5.1.
Γ = 0.1 Γ = 0.5 Γ = 1.0
Blueprint 87.6 78.2 77.0
Expressive 92.7 82.5 75.7
ThreeD 73.5 67.9 70.6
Table 5.1 Comparison of the MAP performance of the system for various Γ values over three
videos.
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5.5 Conclusion
We have proposed a graph-based algorithm for video synthesis that uses a VN to specify the
construction of the new video. Video sequences are synthesised by splicing segments of an
archive video together under a concatenative synthesis framework. An adaptation of Kovars
et al.’s motion graphs [123] is used in combination with key poses from the VN to model the
space of all valid pose sequences. Routes through the graph are examined via a shortest-path
optimisation to determine the most appropriate video sequence. New clips are generated in
under 10 minutes with the performer from the archive footage being stitched onto a synthetic
‘infinite’ stage of uniform coloured background.
To enable the user to explore several promising routes through the motion graph we propose a
modified video synthesis system that integrates the user into the system. Relevance feedback
is sourced from the user, allowing them to interactively guide the creation of videos by pro-
viding positive and negative feedback on paths. An algorithm was contributed for clustering
paths and representing them to the user in a concise way. Once paths have been scored by
the user, the optimisation is re-run and the optimal path is then used to create the video. Ul-
timately this may result in a different action distribution to the VN query initially proposed,
but is more relevant to the user and takes into consideration their relative preferences.
As an alternative to video synthesis we additionally demonstrate that a motion graph can
be adapted to perform video sequence retrieval, identifying contiguous segments of video
that match a query’s poses and actions. We demonstrate an MAP of 88%, 93% and 74%
over Blueprint, Expressive, ThreeD respectively. Interestingly we observe that as the VN
length increases the complexity of accurately matching within the video often results in one
component of the query being swapped for an alternative as opposed to completely different
section of video. Although this may not be desirable in all scenarios, through user filtering
we demonstrate that only the most relevant results are shown.
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(a) 2 Part Query, from ThreeD (b) 2 Part Query, from Expressive
(c) 3 Part Query, from Expressive
(d) 4 Part Query from Blueprint
Figure 5.16 Set of queries and their top 3 results, with correctly matched poses highlighted in
green and incorrect ones in red. Additionally a subset of inter-key frames highlighting the action
sequence.
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(a) Blueprint
(b) Expressive
(c) ThreeD
Figure 5.17 Variation of the effect of Γ showing Precision @K curve for Blueprint, Expressive
and ThreeD respectively.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter summarises the contributions of this thesis, reflecting on the research hypotheses
outlined in Chapter 1. Directions for future work are briefly outlined.
6.1 Summary of Contributions
This thesis explored visual narratives (VNs) as an interaction modality for searching and
manipulating video. Visual narratives are pictorial representations of events comprising a
sequence of one or more component sketches. The sketched components depict salient objects
and their instantaneous actions. We have shown that VNs can be used to produce efficient
and accurate visual search systems, so contributing to the fields of Computer Vision and
Information Retrieval — most specifically to the sub-field of Sketch based Video Retrieval
(SBVR). We have also shown that VNs can be used in conjunction with concatenative video
synthesis algorithms, as a novel means for creating choreography, so contributing to Computer
Graphics.
Several research hypotheses surrounding these applications of VNs were outlined in Chapter
1. We now summarise the technical contributions made in each chapter, concluding upon the
evidence they provide to support these hypotheses.
6.1.1 Multi-modal Video Indexing for Sketch based Retrieval
Chapter 3 presented a novel spatio-temporal descriptor for SBVR. The descriptor encodes
colour, shape, motion and semantic cues as well as the shape within the scene background.
Little prior SBVR work has addressed multiple modalities within sketch, in particular fusing
both appearance and semantic cues (so called ‘hybrid SBVR’. Existing approaches that do,
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adopt an inefficient ‘model fitting’ approach in which a sketch is treated as a model that is
optimised to fit evidence within each clip in a database. Not only is the optimisation slow
(taking many minutes to search a few hundred videos), but such approaches can not scale
better than linearly with database size.
Uniquely, we encapsulated these multiple modalities within a video index representation
resulting in a highly efficient SBVR system that can not only search several hundred videos
in just tens of milliseconds, but also scales sub-linearly with the database size. The high
performance of the proposed framework supports the hypothesis:
[H1] Hybrid SBVR can scale to high performance large-scale video search using an
efficient index representation.
Hybrid SBVR suffers from ambiguity not only in the sketch depiction, but in the relative
priorities of the different modalities of cue. A sketch of a red car moving left contains
information on colour, shape, semantics and motion yet the sketch contains no information on
the relative importance of each of these attributes; in the absence of a perfect match would the
user prefer to see red objects, or cars, or objects moving left? Commonly information retrieval
deals with such prioritisations through relevance feedback (RF), the iterative refinement of
results through feedback provided by a user ‘in the loop’ working alongside the system. Due
to the slow retrieval times of prior work, RF for SBVR had not been explored previously. We
showed that using an ensemble of linear SVMs, RF could be applied to SBVR in order to
interactively tailor the results to the user’s preference. We showed quantitative performance
improvements are possible with our system (i. e. we exceeded the performance of the non-RF
based SBVR state of the art), so satisfying hypothesis:
[H2] SBVR accuracy can be improved using Relevance Feedback (RF)
The sub-linear scalability of our system at query time is due to the adoption of an efficient
search structure (kd-tree). This structure is applicable because our approach is based on
video descriptor matching, rather than expensive model fitting, at query time. However
the scalability of our system over general footage is still limited in two main ways. First,
video ingestion requires several pre-processing steps that limit the system to short clips, e. g.
the detection of foreground and background is based on inter-frame homography estimation
which becomes unreliable over long clips. Second, the reliance upon black-box semantic
segmentation algorithm limits our approach to dealing with only a few tens of semantic
classes. This limitation is likely to be relaxed as semantic classification technology improves.
For example, significant advances in automated object classification are being reported very
recently using Convolutional Neural Networks. Such technologies could trivially be dropped
in as replacements as they mature.
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6.1.2 Sketch based Pose Retrieval and Estimation
In Chapter 4 we presented an approach for retrieving images using a free-hand drawn stick
figure. By learning a mapping between query (parsed skeletons) and descriptors of video
frames, it was possible to robustly identify relevant poses. The manifold mapping technique
underpinning the process was guided by a minimal amount of user training. We showed that
training provided for a single video could be generalised across several other unseen videos
using a transductive domain adaptation technique. The resulting system demonstrated, for
the first time, sketch based human pose retrieval, supporting the hypothesis:
[H4] Human Pose can be depicted within a VN to enable performance search
Adopting archival dance footage as our research material provided rich, diverse pose variations
that enabled development and evaluation of our matching algorithms. However the nature
of this footage forced a number of engineering decisions, such as the use of silhouettes as a
basis for the video pose description. This introduces ambiguity to the left/right orientation
of a performer within the descriptor.
6.1.3 ReEnact: Graph Representation for Search and Synthesis
In Chapter 5 we presented a graph representation inspired by Motion Graphs [123] that
we applied for both video search and video synthesis. We constructed the graph using the
measure of pose similarity developed within Chapter 4, namely geodesic distance over the
learned manifold of plausible pose within video.
Regarding video synthesis, we presented the ReEnact system demonstrating it possible to
synthesise novel choreography from existing archival footage of dance performance. Choreog-
raphy was designed using VN, with the transitions between each sketched component specified
using a semantic action label (and a timing constraint). By identifying disjoint frames that
are visually similar were are able to synthesise video by walking around the manifold via a
route optimised to pass through each of the specified key poses and actions, and respect-
ing the timing constraints provided by the user. ReEnact therefore supports the research
hypothesis:
[H5] Sketch based concatenative synthesis may be facilitated using VN
Early user evaluations of ReEnact highlighted the difficulty of synthesising video in line
with user expectation, based solely upon the VN. Again, ambiguity in the representation or
the need to iterate on initial ideas presented a need for the user to be placed ‘in the loop’
during choreographic design. We therefore extended our automated synthesis method, to an
interactive setup in which the user is able to select from multiple close-to-optimal paths to be
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afforded greater control over the video synthesis. Paths were clustered and visualised to the
user using a further feature of our manifold learning technique, the ability to run inference
in reverse so as to perform pose estimation from video. The resulting interactive system is
another example of RF for VN based video search, additionally satisfying the hypothesis also
addressed in Chapter 3:
[H2] SBVR accuracy can be improved using Relevance Feedback (RF)
Regarding video retrieval, we presented in Chapter 5 a system leveraging the motion graph
representation for visual search. Using a VN specified as per the ReEnact system, we showed
that contiguous sections of video matching the VN can be identified. Since the VN may
contain an arbitrary number of sketched actions, sequenced video events are shown possible
to be retrieved, supporting the hypothesis:
[H3] Video event retrieval may be facilitated effectively using VNs
Evaluating video sequence retrieval using VNs was challenging, since a contiguous stretch of
video described exactly by a user supplied VN often does not exist, or exists just once within
the dataset. Again the issue of prioritising accuracy in one query modality (e. g. correctness of
pose) over another (e. g. correctness of action) comes to bear in identifying ‘second best’ clips
that partially match the VN. For VN sequence search this was enabled through interactive
weights the user could set with sliders.
6.2 Future Work
Several high-level directions for future research have been identified through the contributions
of this thesis. We outline these from the perspectives of the two core themes running through
this work; Visual Narratives for Video Search (subsec. 6.2.1 and Synthesis (subsec. 6.2.2).
Any detailed technical improvements suggested to the algorithms within this thesis, have
already been discussed within the conclusions of their respective chapters.
6.2.1 Visual Narratives for Retrieval
The Creative Industries are moving increasingly to all-digital pipelines for film and broadcast
production, resulting in significant volumes of production and archival video assets. The
re-use of these expensive assets could significantly reduce the cost of future production,
and visual asset management tools are emerging for this purpose. Visual Narratives are
already used extensively during production planning, in the form of hand-sketched production
storyboards. Could such sketches be used to search for potentially relevant content even
at these early planning stages? The algorithms presented in Chapter 3 showed promising
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scalability, with sub-linear search complexity and query times of milliseconds over hundreds
of video clips. Yet pre-production footage is frequently in the form of lengthy rushes (pre-
edit) footage rather than segmented into shots of a few seconds in length. The proposed
descriptor is not amenable to very long clips given its spatio-temporal nature, and it would
be interesting to explore how descriptor extraction over multiple temporal scales could be
use to create an efficient index of longer clips in this context.
Within the field of sketch based interaction we are observing a trend toward assisted drawing
systems, such as ShadowDraw [130] (Sec. 2.3.3). These present not only an interesting aid
to artists, but an extreme form of relevance feedback in which each new stroke results in a
new iteration of results being presented to the user as the query is being formed. It would
be interesting to explore how a similar system might operate for SBVR, perhaps using an
non-photorealistic rendering algorithm to summarise the video into a visual narrative in real-
time, adopting a visual style similar to that being used to specify the search query. The
ability to interactively guide the user toward indexed content, rather than have users blindly
sketch a scene only to find it is not present within the database, could help reduce search
time and promote discovery of diverse relevant content. Most significantly, assisted drawing
can help mitigate a fundamental problem for sketch based retrieval systems — that of poor
user artistic skill. Perhaps more so than algorithmic or technical matters, the inability of
many users to sketch a visually descriptive scene with any fidelity presents a barrier to scaling
over extremely large datasets. A users’ sketch, due to its ambiguity, may closely resemble
many unwanted objects within the dataset. An improved sketch constructed via an assisted
drawing system could encourage high quality query sketches.
Other potential application domains for our work include surveillance, e. g. to aid identifica-
tion of people performing actions and/or wearing certain clothing, and even as an accessibility
tool for computer users with poor literacy. Despite relatively high levels of poverty, the use
of mobile devices has exploded in Third World countries. In a village where few people can
read or write, could the ability to search a ‘visual Wikipedia’ using sketch be of value in
accessing online content?
6.2.2 Visual Narratives for Synthesis
Sketch is an abstraction of photorealistic content in which salient objects are identified and
depicted in their essential form. This thesis has explored manifold mapping techniques to
learn the relationship between sketches and videos of human pose (Chapter 4), and leveraged
that mapping for both search (find a video given a sketch) and summarisation (create a
sketch given a video). It would be interesting to experiment with the flexibility of emerging
technologies such as Gaussian Processes [170] to see if subspace approaches could be used
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to more robustly estimate this bi-directional mapping. Learning such a mapping would be of
great interest from a scientific point of view, since it might tell us something about how we
perceive structure in a visual scene. It might also find commercial application, e. g. enabling
animators to transform from a sketched storyboard to a video or animation, and enabling
visual narratives as a production aid beyond their basic, current use as a coarse storyboarding
tool.
We explored the synthesis of dance choreography through the splicing and blending of of
archival footage to produce a new piece of choreography. An alternative approach might be to
synthesise new video from a sketched ‘visual tapestry’, extending the work of Sketch2Photo [80]
and PhotoSketch [67] to the temporal domain and so allowing for multiple objects with visual,
semantic and motion attributes to inform the generation of a photo-realistic shot.
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